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Forma is a publishing initiative aimed at the diffusion of knowledge
of trends and experiences in the fields of art, architecture and
photography and, more in general, at the promotion of the most
interesting researches on productive and technological aspects
related to the transformation of the territory, contemporary
lifestyles and homes.
The intention of the publishing house is to give a “form” to
the expressive undercurrents which run through and animate
the current cultural debate and to explore both specific areas
of knowledge that are known to the public, and to give greater
visibility to those currently marginal intellectual and artistic
expressions that are considered, for various reasons, to open
new vistas on reality.
To achieve this, Forma avails itself, without any distinction
of priority, of all means of communication, both digital by making
its publications available on the internet or by means of e-books,
and traditional ones, by printing volumes on paper, such as
monographs and catalogues of exhibitions and events.
Every initiative is characterized by the high quality of the overall
product (including images and printing). The publications are
distributed in places (specialized bookstores, museum bookshops
and exhibition venues) which, in addition to being available on
the internet, assure the necessary and indispensable presence
in the “sites” where opinions and critic valuations are formed.

ARCHITECTURE

GREEN ENERGY
LABORATORY

The cooperation agreement signed between
Shanghai Jiao Tong University and the Italian
Ministry for Environment, Land and Sea Protection, led to the construction of the GEL,
acronym of the ‘Green Energy Laboratory’.
It was designed by the Florentine architectural
firm, Archea Associati. Created as a research centre
and laboratory for the analysis and diffusion of low
carbon emission technologies in the construction
and housing sector, the GEL building is a plain
rectangular structure composed of only two
elements to create the general concept. The top, or
third floor, is recessed in relation to the main block,
with a steeply sloped roof to house solar panels.
The outer shell of the building’s double skin is
composed of terracotta elements designed to form
pictograms common in the Chinese language. The
whole complex incorporates these two elements in
a strictly complementary form. The discernable aim
of the project is to represent a symbol of intercultural cooperation between Italy and China, since both
countries have a thousand-year-old history of
energy saving and environmental comfort, especially in the field of residential construction.
The book, that includes critical essays, technical
drawings, photos of the construction site and the
completed project, illustrates the harmony of this
structure through its perfect blend of tradition,
architectural ingenuity and sustainability.

NEW
bound hardback
24,5 x 32,5 cm
136 pages
€ 35,00
edited by
Laura Andreini
with texts by
Valerio Paolo Mosco
and Zhenning Fang

Laura Andreini graduated from the Architecture
Faculty of Florence in 1990, completing her PhD at
the same university in 1997. In 1988 she founded the
Archea firm together with Marco Casamonti and
Giovanni Polazzi. She has, over the years, combined
her activities as an architect and teacher with an
intense work of in-depth research and critical
reflection in the field of architecture. She has since
2003 held the position of vice editor in chief of the
“Area” magazine.
ITALIAN/ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-73-7
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ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-69-0

I AM MUSEUM
NEW

ITALIAN EDITION

bound hardback
20 x 28 cm
352 pages

978-88-55210-67-6
9 ISBN
788855
210690

€ 65.00

9

788855

210676

edited by
Italo Rota
with Elisabetta Farioli
in collaboration with
Francesca Grassi
and Antonella Huber

This is not simply a museum catalogue but acts as
the entrance to a museum itself: the Italo Rota’s
project for the new Musei Civici in Reggio Emilia, a
complex, sophisticated project involving one of the
most ancient museums in Italy in a city that today,
has assumed a new role in contemporary society.
A museum that is proposed as an archive of the
common heritage, beginning with the physical aspect
of the testimonies to continue with an even critical
re-examination of local history. As well as the texts by
the project curator the book also includes articles by
conservators and researchers, part of the teamwork
that also involved museum directors and collection
curators, in a constant dialogue between exhibition
concepts, scientific requirements, and requests for
participation.
The description of this unusual project is rich in
images of great visual impact, an elaborate montage
of archive photos, images by master photographers
from the city collection, and commissioned news
reports on the completed projects.
Italo Rota, architect and designer, graduated in 1982
from Milan Politecnico University, and began his
professional life working with Franco Albini and
Vittorio Gregotti. Before graduating, he worked with
Pierluigi Nicolin to create the review “LotusInternational”, and with Gae Aulenti in the restoration and
staging of the Musée d’Orsay in Paris.
He spent over ten years in France, curating museum
staging and working on important restoration
projects On his return to Italy, he created further
exhibition projects and cultural spaces. He is
currently the Scientific Advisor at NABA, lecturer at
the Shanghai Wusong - International Art City
Shanghai Academy of Fine Arts, and Advisor at the
Tsinghua University of Beijing.

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-75-1

NEW NATIONAL
STADIUM
OF ALBANIA
NOVITÀ

9

bound hardback
33.5 x 28 cm
304 pages

9

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN
978-88-55210-72-0
788855
210751

788855

210720

edited by
Laura Andreini

Monograph dedicated to the project of the National
Stadium of Albania realized by the studio Archea
Associati of Florence and inaugurated in 2019.
The layout of the stadium was configured based
on a rectangular octagon so that each facet allows
access to separate functions. This facilitates the
regulation of traffic flows, so that the guests and
customers of the private areas, such as the hotel
tower and commercial areas, use different entrances
than the stadium spectators. The entire perimeter of
the building features an overhang that permitted the
creation of a large portico, so that visitors can safely
circulate around the entire building while sheltered
from sun or rain. Internally, the new stadium presents
an original structure inspired by the forms of Roman
theater architecture, with the stands as the cavea
and the fourth side, with the hotel, representing the
large scaenae frons. This “theatre backdrop” hosts a
small VIP grandstand, limited to 1,500 spectators,
surmounted by a longitudinal expanse of glazing with
exclusive skyboxes. The boxes in the center are
reserved for officials and the press. Above the
skyboxes, the perimeter of the roof is finished by a
large blind wall onto which the videowall is mounted.
Photos of the construction site and of the
completed work, as well as technical drawings, offer
the possibility of analysing in detail this incredible
arena for sport and leisure, a driving force for urban
regeneration.
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ARCHITECTURES AT WORK.
TOWNS AND LANDSCAPES OF
INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE

SPRING 2021
bound hardback
24.3 x 31 cm
352 pages
€ 120.00
curated by
Giovanni Luigi Fontana
and Andrea Gritti

Andrea Gritti PhD, architect, conducts research in
Architectural and Urban Composition. He teaches
Architectural Design and Composition and Distributional Features of Buildings at the AUIC School at
Politecnico University in Milan and is a visiting
professor in Latin American Universities. He
coordinates research programs dedicated to the
development, conservation and transformation of the
cultural heritage in academic networks in Europe and
throughout the world.

ITALIAN EDITION

978-88-55210-21-8
9 ISBN
788855
210256

788855

210218
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SPRING 2021
bound hardback
24 x 28 cm
256 pages

This volume is presented in the form of a handbook
or manual for exploring the potential uses of glass
in architecture.
Through analyses of several contemporary study
cases, illustrated with images and construction
drawings, the text investigates the state of the art in
relation to projects made OF glass and projects
made WITH glass. The works will describe the
creative opportunities that can be obtained with
curving, colouring, lighting, and shaping, on one
hand, and on the other, the functional and constructive possibilities with applications used to protect,
determine, sustain and enhance.
Matteo Moscatelli is professor of Composition and
urban design at Politecnico di Milano and of History
of contemporary architecture and interior design at
Istituto Europeo del Design. He collaborates with the
University of Southern California. He writes for the
magazine Area.

€ 69.00
edited by
Matteo Moscatelli

Giovanni Luigi Fontana is full professor of Economic
History at Padua University. He is the Director of the
inter-university Master Course in Conservation,
Management and Enhancement of the Industrial
Heritage – MPI. He has been a visiting professor in
many universities abroad. He has written over 250
articles, essays, and books on economic and social
history. He was the Italian representative and board
member of the International Committee for the
Conservation of the Industrial Heritage (TICCIH), the
most important world body for the conservation and
enhancement of industrial heritage, recognised by
both ICOMOS and UNESCO.

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-25-6

9

ARCHITETTURE
TRASPARENTI

Over the past sixty years the crisis regarding
economic models based on industrialisation has
resulted in widespread architectural devastations in
any territory. The progressive abandon of areas once
dedicated to production has had an impact even on
the socially shared definition of the word “work”.
From the very outset of these changes in conditions,
public attention was directed at the physical
dimension of the areas concerned, as has been
demonstrated by the rapidly increasing success of
industrial archaeology. More recently, the list of
World Heritage Sites has included towns and
landscapes, created during at least the past two
centuries through entrepreneurial initiatives that
focused on strict integration between home and
work. This has recognised the importance of
architectural and urban culture in constructing a
specific identity of industrial capitalism. Mill towns,
cité ouvrières, bruk städer, colonias industriales,
villaggi operai, and mining landscapes bear witness
to complex and in certain cases, contradictory
“social enterprises”. These multiform experiments,
typified by regional influences, were often traced
back to the largest, and under certain aspects,
unspecified ‘family’ of company towns.
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ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-49-2

9

788855

210492
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EST
STORIE ITALIANE DI VIAGGI,
CITTÀ E ARCHITETTURE

NOVITÀ
bound hardback
26.6 x 36 cm
224 pages
€ 42.00
Laura Andreini,
Luca Molinari
and Federica Rasenti
edited by
Attilio Terragni

9

Federica Rasenti got her bachelor of Science in
Architecture at Università degli Studi di Cagliari and
continued her education with a Master of Architecture
at the Politecnico di Milano, where she still works as
teaching assistant. After a brief experience in the field
of architectural design, she gradually approached
curatorial activities through the exhibition Comunità
Italia. Architettura/Città/Paesaggio dal 1945-2000,
curated by Alberto Ferlenga e Marco Biraghi at Triennale di Milano. She collaborates as author with architectural magazines such as AREA and Platform Architecture
and Design. From March 2016 collaborates with Luca
Molinari Studio dealing primary with curatorship,
scientific coordination of exhibitions and strategic
consulting in international competition.

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN
978-88-55210-40-9
788855
210447

788855

NEW
paperback with flaps
16.3 x 24 cm
128 pages
€ 20.00
Valerio Paolo Mosco
edited by
Attilio Terragni

Luca Molinari is a curator and writer alongside his
academic career and research activities. He has been
teaching History of Contemporary Architecture at SUN,
(Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli) since 2007
and is currently a visiting professor at the Cornell
University of Architecture, Art, and Planning in Rome,
and at the Fondazione Fotografia in Modena. He was
the dean of the School of Design at NABA, (Nuova
Accademia di Belle Arti) (2005-06). He has written for,
and still collaborates, writing for Italian and international
publications including: Corriere della Sera, La Stampa,
AD, Platform, Domus, Lotus, Abitare, Ottagono, Il
progetto, Archis, L’architecture d’aujourd’hui, A+U and
Post. He has written the weekly architectural column
for the magazine, Espresso, since 2015.

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-44-7

9

GIUSEPPE TERRAGNI:
HIS WAR, HIS END

Catalogue of the exhibition organised by the Cini
Foundation in Venice about the history of countries and
cities looking eastwards across the world from Italy,
which represents the central hub around which the
journey’s narrative is based.
It describes the experiences of Italian travellers and
architects whose unique ability in interpreting these
places, their identity and culture, have generated
narratives to provide previously unknown visions of the
countries that welcomed them. The aim of the book is
to analyse territories that have undergone profound
social, political and urban transformations over the past
30 years, in comparison to a complex post-idealogical
period that demanded singular visions and solutions.
Six internationally famous Italian experts – Renzo Piano,
Massimiliano and Doriana Fuksas, Archea Associati,
Piuarch, Michele De Lucchi and Mario Cucinella – will
show their works, and in particular, projects closely
focussed on Russia, China, Albania, Georgia and
Vietnam. Each country and its narrative is compared to
its collective historical imaginary, presented through
invaluable material from the Cini Foundation archives
and contemporary Italian architecture, providing
unexpected encounters that engage the visitor and
emphasise the significance of Italy’s contribution
through the centuries.

210409
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Giuseppe Terragni was an inimitable artist capable
of transfiguring the language developed by Le
Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe into an
abstraction that looks out onto the threshold of transcendence. Called up for military service in 1939, in
the spring of 1941 he left first for Yugoslavia and
then for the Russian Campaign. The war did not
affect his research: he sought in the vastness of the
steppe new expressive possibilities, a new spiritual
sense for his abstractionism. He returns from the
front in precarious mental conditions and undermined by guilt, but also “spiritualized”. And just a few
days before his death, he draws as an epitaph
addressed to the future his latest project: a plan for
a Cathedral.
An amazing project for its mystical influence
that heralded a period of architecture that was
never to occur because of the disappearance of one
of its most talented exponents. The events described in this book resemble those of a Greek tragedy,
in the battle between an individual and destiny, a
conflict in which inevitably, the individual must
succumb. But the hero crushed by a destiny moved
by blind forces, is granted a consolatory way out:
the transfiguration of what Nietzsche called the
“great pain” in form, in a work of art.
Valerio Paolo Mosco (Rome, 1964) is architect and
architecture critic. He teaches at IUAV in Venice and
has taught at Politecnico di Milano, IIT in Chicago,
Cornell University in Rome. He is the author of
numerous publications on architecture, including:
“Italian architecture. From Postmodernism to the
present day” (2017); “The last cathedral” (2015);
“Nude architecture” (2012); “Fifty years of engineering in Italy and abroad” (2011); “Steven Holl” (2011);
“Zero volume architecture” (with Aldo Aymonino,
2006).

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-52-2

ITALIAN EDITION

9 ISBN
788855
210522
978-88-55210-50-8

9

788855

210508
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MATERIALS / ARCHEA ASSOCIATI /
MARCO CASAMONTI

NEW
bound hardback
with lenticular cover
25 x 34 cm
404 pages
€ 89.00
edited by
Laura Andreini
with a text by
Joseph Giovannini

The selection, preparation and application of
materials in architecture represent key points in the
design process, today as in the past. A vast array of
ad hoc solutions make it possible to confer targeted
functions and substantial qualities to structures,
surfaces, shells and spaces, and contribute to the
definition of the project identity.
This book publishes some of the most important
projects by the Italian architectural firm Archea
Associati recognized especially for the specificity of
their use of materials. Glass, terracotta, concrete
and wood are just a few of the elements that
classify their projects. The architectural works
demonstrate how the various materials can be
interpreted differently from time to time to become
truly innovative, while still maintaining their unique
characteristics. Ancient and contemporary
materials, tradition and innovation follow upon one
another throughout the volume, in a sort of atlas of
materials, the stuff of architecture.
A gallery of photographic images accompanied
by drawings and descriptive texts provides full
illustration of the buildings, alternating between
details and general views, from the basic elements
to the complete work as a whole.

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-47-8

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-42-3
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THE WORLD WINERY COLLECTION

THE WORLD
WINERY COLLECTION

THE WORLD
WINERY
COLLECTION
innovative design, sustainability
and the landscape

NEW
bound hardback
24.3 x 31 cm
352 pages
€ 98.00
edited by
Luca Molinari and Anja Visini

After analysing the appearance of architecturally
evocative winery design in Italy, Luca Molinari has
carried out a survey on the need of wineries all over
the world to communicate with a public which is
increasingly more demanding and able to travel in
order to experience wine regions at first hand.
The recovery of the international wine market in
those years led to a burgeoning of new wineries and
constructions where the issue of branding, combined
with the prestigious signature of a great architect or
artist, became more important than the product itself
and the entire production system which generated it.
Today, a new generation of wine growers and
producers has returned to the land with a spirit and
awareness that differs from that of the past. They
commission buildings of great quality with a strong
focus on widespread sustainability.
This book includes a selection of 40 wineries
built between 2000 and today, and describes the
wine-making constructions, that narrate the wine
culture in an excellent way thanks to their architecture, beauty and functional design.
Anja Visini studied Architecture in both Milan and
Lisbon. From 2003 to 2006 she worked at Ghigos
Group. She has worked for the architectural firms
Estudio Mariscal and MiAS Architects in Barcelona;
Barreca & La Varra and Spada and Associates in
Milan and Teğet Mimarlık in Istanbul. She has been
developing both architectural and interior design
projects in the capacity of freelance architect.
Her work, which ranges from exhibit design to
graphic, jewelry and architectural design, involves
an interdisciplinary approach and questioning of
the dissolution of boundaries within the profession.
She writes as an independent author for a lot of
magazines and she co-curated with Luca Molinari
the exhibition Strutture complesse, libero pensiero.
Teoria e progetti di Redesco Structural Engineering.
She is currently project leader for the curatorial
project of the permanent exhibition of the Istanbul
City Museum.

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-24-9

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-22-5
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BUILDING GREEN FUTURES
MARIO CUCINELLA ARCHITECTS

NEW
bound hardback
24 x 30 cm
256 pages
€ 65.00
edited by
Anna Mainoli

With this collection of the latest projects and most
representative architectural designs by Mario
Cucinella Architects, the book investigates possible
solutions that architecture can provide in answer to
the global challenges. In answer to these questions,
this book is based on two fundamental subjects:
the first deals with the relationships with the past
and the constructive strategies man has adopted
in every latitude. Cucinella directs his research
towards the plant world, the second field of
investigation, in order to discover similarities and
draw inspiration for a future that is coherent with the
climate and the environment. Buildings of the past
were also able to adapt by using resources like the
wind, sun, rain and local materials, all ingredients
that remain a renewable constant today. The book
explains the concept of projects by Mario Cucinella
Architects, new forms of architecture, that express
empathy with climate, place, history and the communities they represent. Each project is described
through images, drawings, and in-depth analysis
that provide different levels of interpretation.
Anna Mainoli is a consultant, publishing editor and
curator for cultural events; She edited the book,
“The Design City. Milan, extraordinary Lab”, with
Marco Sammicheli for Forma Edizioni and the Salone
del Mobile. She is co-editor for the “Corriere della
Sera” series of monographs “Lezioni di Architettura e
Design” and “Architetture e interni urbani” - in
collaboration with Politecnico University in Milan. She
was the editor responsible for numerous publications
dedicated to architecture and design, as well as a
number of monographs.

79

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-26-3

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-23-2
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GIO PONTI
LOVING ARCHITECTURE

Catalogue of the exhibition hosted at MAXXI on one
of the undisputable protagonists of Italian architecture and design: Gio Ponti. Forty years after his death,
the Museo Nazionale delle Arti del XXI secolo is
dedicating a major retrospective to this exceptional
figure that studies and communicates his multifaceted artistic activity. This starts from the story of his
architecture, which is a unique and original synthesis
of tradition and modernity, history and design, elite
culture and everyday life. The catalogue aims to
illustrate the many facets of the architectural work of
the Milanese artist, selecting projects that concretely
illustrate some of the key concepts expressed or
evoked by Ponti. Through archival materials, models,
photographs, books, magazines and objects, the
general public (including designers, the young
generations of architects, and lovers of Made in Italy
design) will learn about an excellent key figure of
Italian architectural production, whose work has left
an important mark on several continents. As an
architect, designer, art director, writer, poet, critic,
Gio Ponti was an all-round artist who lived and
profoundly marked the style of the 20th century.

edited by
Maristella Casciato and Fulvio Irace
paperback with flaps
24 x 28 cm
304 pages
€ 42.00

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-19-5

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-13-3

GIO PONTI
INEDITO/REDISCOVERED

edited by
Cinzia Abbate and Carlo Vigevano
paperback with flaps
16.5 x 22 cm
112 pages
€ 19.00

Monograph dedicated to an unknown project by Gio
Ponti: the mother house of the religious congregation
of Notre Dame de Sion, built in Rome between 1960
and 1965. The reasons as to why the building has
remained anonymous till now is unknown. The
complete collection of project pencil drawings have
never been opened and are published here for the
first time. In 2014, the building was converted to
house the Catholic University of America and the
Australian Catholic University. There was a need for
student residential and teaching buildings, which
gave the architects Cinzia Abbate and Carlo
Vigevano (AeV Architetti Associati) who edited this
publication, the opportunity to carry out historiographic and philological research on the original
project to establish the restoration project plans for
the modern structure. The building was revealed
thanks to the contribution of several experts of
Ponti’s work: Maristella Casciato, Margherita
Guccione, Salvatore Licitra, Elena Tinacci, Marina
Kavalirek. The book is enriched with the addition of
detailed original drawings of the furnishings that still
exist 50 years after the project was designed.

Maristella Casciato is Professor of History of
Architecture at the University of Bologna – School of
Architecture “Aldo Rossi” in Cesena, and Chair of
DOCOMOMO International. She is an expert of
history and theory of modern and contemporary
architecture, Italian architecture of the second half of
the twentieth century and conservation of the modern
architectural heritage.

Cinzia Abbate is an architect, and professor at
Temple University in Rome, ex-director of the
Rensselaer Politecnico di Roma, and Italian
representative at the International Energy Agency
for architectural integration of renewable energy.
Since 2011, she has been architectural advisor at
the American Academy in Rome and member of the
scientifi c committee of the Energy Forum.

Fulvio Irace is Professor of History of Architecture at
the Milan Polytechnic, he is principally concerned with
historiographic issues in Italian architecture, to which
he has devoted exhibitions and books, which have
opened up new interpretations of the relationship
between international culture and local cultures in the
development of the idea of modernity. The awareness
of the centrality of criticism as an essential instrument
of history formed the basis of a series of readings:
Storie e storiografia dell’architettura contemporanea,
1993; De Divina proporzione, 2008; Dimenticare
Vitruvio, 2009.

Carlo Vigevano, architect, is an expert in the field of
heritage historic building restoration and sustainable
architecture. He has been an architectural advisor at
the American Academy in Rome since 2011. He has
taught as guest professor at several universities in.
He participated in research projects on urban
quality for sustainability in Europe with the Department of Architecture and Urban Planning of the
Università di Roma. As team leader, he has won
several Italian architectural competitions.

ITALIAN/ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-31-7
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ARCHEA ASSOCIATI. ANTINORI WINERY.
DIARY OF BUILDING A NEW LANDSCAPE

Third edition, updated with new content of the
volume that shows the Antinori Winery, located in
the extraordinary hilly landscape covered by
vineyards of Chianti, halfway between Florence and
Siena. The customer wanted a building which
enhanced the surrounding landscape and territory
and bore witness to the cultural and social valence
of the places where wine is made. The conceptual
theme of the project has taken the form of a shell
that is wholly below ground, without roofs, walls,
streets and parking spaces, according to a design
which attempts a difficult but necessary reconcilement between the natural and the artificial. It is
precisely the story of this constant research, of the
indispensable connection between architecture and
landscape, which represents the fulcrum on which
the whole volume pivots.
Hundreds of photographs have immortalized
years of work on the building site, telling the story of
all the phases that have made it possible to realize
this extraordinary project. The images, along with
numerous technical drawings on every scale,
critical and descriptive texts, illustrate the design
process which has led to the construction of a new
landscape.

edited by
Laura Andreini
with texts by
Piero Antinori and Marco Casamonti
bound hardback
with wooden cover
33.5 x 28 cm
438 pages

THE WINERY COLLECTION.
A TRAVEL GUIDE TO
CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE
IN THE ITALIAN LANDSCAPE

edited by
Luca Molinari
bound hardback
24.3 x 31 cm
304 pages
€ 90.00

€ 120.00

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-28-8

With the evolution of agriculture from a family-run,
artisanal economy to an industrial scale activity, wine
production was mainly concentrated in industrial
style buildings lacking in any architectural inspiration,
since it was limited to a purely functional role.
Thanks to a series of social, economic, and also
cultural factors, this trend was even completely
inverted. The challenge now lies in creating wineries
that are industrial buildings suitable for production,
but at the same time evocative and engaging
spaces, perfectly integrated with the landscape, so
that they will not alter the natural beauty of the
surrounding countryside.
Showing a selection of twenty-eight wineries
spread throughout Italy, this book is aimed at
investigating the characteristics of each single
construction, establishing and underlining the
connection between the architectural structure and
its role within the agricultural fabric. An oenological
section examines in more detail the production in
each of the wineries, analysing the organoleptic characteristics and properties of the wine, offering
important suggestions for later analysis.
Luca Molinari is a curator and writer alongside his
academic career and research activities. He has
been teaching History of Contemporary Architecture at SUN, (Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli)
since 2007 and is currently a visiting professor at
the Cornell University of Architecture, Art, and
Planning in Rome, and at the Fondazione Fotografia
in Modena. He was the dean of the School of Design
at NABA, (Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti) (200506). He has written for, and still collaborates, writing
for Italian and international publications including:
Corriere della Sera, La Stampa, AD, Platform,
Domus, Lotus, Abitare, Ottagono, Il progetto, Archis,
L’architecture d’aujourd’hui, A+U and Post. He has
written the weekly architectural column for the
magazine, Espresso, since 2015.

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-27-1

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-92-9

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-90-5
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ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-51-6

FORMER WINE
WAREHOUSE TRIESTE
with an essay by
Luca Molinari

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-50-9

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-53-0

book with slipcase
23 × 29.5 cm
244 pages

with an essay by
Joseph Giovannini
paperback con cucitura a vista
con sovraccoperta in carta da lucido
23 × 28.5 cm
256 pages
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ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-17-1

edited by
Laura Andreini

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-92-3

ADOLFO NATALINI
“FOUR SKETCHBOOKS”
edited by
Adolfo Natalini

9

paperback with flaps
19 × 27 cm
344 pages

9

ENGLISH EDITION
788896
780923
ISBN
978-88-96780-88-6

788896

780886

€ 49.00

The project consists of the recovery and transformation of the 19th century volume of the former wine
warehouse on the seaside boulevard of Trieste. The
design does not modify the original volume but
invades it by excavating the space for another
completely independent, ethereal and translucent
building inside it, dimensioned to the rhythm of the
masonry wall of the original façade. The physical gap
between the new “product” and the historical screen
has become a fascinating locus between internal
and external. The glass that seals the internal shell
reflects the outlines of the warehouse walls and their
openings, allowing for visibility of the activities that
are being conducted inside. The monograph is
introduced by critical and descriptive essays and
accompanied by a wealth of iconographic material
including technical drawings at various scales.

FORMER WINE
WAREHOUSE / TRIESTE

The Nuvola (New Convention Centre) is a work of
outstanding artistic merit, featuring innovative
logistics solutions, and a choice of technically
advanced materials. The structure rises in the
historic EUR quarter and covers a surface of 55,000
square metres. The project concept can be defined
in three images: the Theca, the Nuvola, and the
Lama of the hotel structure. The Theca [display
case] is the enclosing structure in steel and double
glass facades that encases the Nuvola [cloud], the
true core of the project, enclosed inside the Display
Case box underlining the contrast between the
organisation of free space without rules, and a
geometrically defined form. The Nuvola contains an
auditorium with seating for 1850, cafés and snack
bars, and support services for the auditorium. This
highly flexible complex is able to house congresses,
exhibitions, and events with a seating capacity of
almost 9,000 people. The book has been published
on various types of paper and differently sized
sheets which are inserted within the pages.
Studio Fuksas, directed by Massimiliano and
Doriana, is one of the most famous international
architectural firms in the world. Over the past 40
years, the firm has developed an innovative approach
through a surprising variety of projects all over the
world and and has been awarded numerous
international prizes.

ADOLFO NATALINI
28 QUADERNI NERI
+ 28 ARCHIPITTURE

concertina fold
9 × 14.5 cm
16 pages

€ 79.00

€ 79.00
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€ 5.00

This small booklet dedicated to Adolfo Natalini aims
to retrace the history of man and architect through a
selection of sketches and archipictures drawn on
the pages of the famous black vinyl Rowney
notebooks that accompany him everywhere. His
hand has been tireless since 1954, the year in which
he began to put on paper, with meticulous attention,
everything around him: “I drew my own hand,
portraits of classmates, landscapes, and self-portraits”.
Founder of Superstudio, initiator of the so-called
“Radical Architecture” movement (one of the most
important avant-garde movements of the Sixties
and Seventies), Adolfo Natalini describes years of
designed and constructed architectural projects
through his preferential medium: drawings and
sketches.
He is a full professor at the faculty of Architecture of Florence University and an honorary member of
the BDA, (Bund Deutscher Architekten), of the
Accademia delle Arti del Disegno in Florence and of
the Accademia di San Luca.

This book contains work from several of his large
collection of notebooks retracing almost fifty years
of professional career.
The order in which the notebooks are published,
interspaced and coordinated by means of a long
interview, demonstrate the evolution of the initial
idea, interpretation and vision of the architectural
oeuvre of one of the leaders in Italian architecture.
Adolfo Natalini was born in Pistoia in 1941. After his
experience as a painter, he graduated in architecture
at Florence University in 1966 and founded Superstudio, (with Cristiano Toraldo di Francia, Gian Piero
Frassinelli, Roberto and Alessandro Magris).
Superstudio’s designs have appeared in publications
and exhibitions all over the world and it’s works now
form part of collections such as the MoMA in New
York, the Israel Museum in Jerusalem, the Deutsche
Architekturmuseum in Frankfurt am Main and the
Centre Pompidou in Paris. From 1979 onwards
Natalini started working on his own and concentrating on his designs for historical towns in Italy and
other countries in Europe, looking for the traces left
by time on objects and places and proposing a
reconciliation between collective and personal
memory.

FORMER WINE
WAREHOUSE / TRIESTE

MASSIMILIANO
AND DORIANA FUKSAS.
THE CLOUD
NEW ROME-EUR
CONVENTION CENTRE
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ON THE ROAD

MAGGIE’S CENTRES

ON THE ROAD is the series which Forma
dedicates to cities all over the world.
Every volume tells the story about a place,
explored through its masterpieces of art and
architecture. Critical and descriptive texts serve
as essential complement to the section with
in-depth studies of the selected places of interest.
An introductory treatise examines the development
of the city in urbanistic and territorial terms,
providing a historical overview which prepares us
for an attentive visit of the city, while the second
treatise explores the contemporary reality.
Each guide is accompanied by a practical map
which is folded so as to serve as a removable dust
jacket for the book. All the works described inside
the book are featured on the back of the map,
organized in itineraries. The volume also contains
useful information and advice which will make it
simpler to visit the city, reducing the time necessary
to get around and making it possible to grasp the
essence of the place also in a short visit.

SPRING 2021
edited by
Caterina Frisone
paperback with dust jacket
(folded map)
11.5 × 16 cm
224 pages
€ 18.00

The guide traces the history of Maggie’s cancer
treatment centres and accompanies the visitor to
see how they have grown up in Britain and elsewhere to become a new type of institution: a paradigm
for Architecture.
Founded by Maggie Keswick Jencks and
Charles Jencks, both landscape designers, each
Maggie’s Centre is a successful example of a
‘hybrid’ of four building types: “it’s a non-hospital
institute, a non-home house, a non-confessional
religious refuge and a non-museum art gallery.
However, it presents traces of all four typologies,
used in a new way.” (Jencks 2018)
In addition to the peculiarity of being a ‘hybrid’
building, the success of the Maggie’s Centre project
is crucial to the fact that, in order to carry out their
work, the architects are provided, from the outset,
with the Architectural Brief, where they find
described not so much the technical and functional
requirements, but rather the emotional and sensory
states that the new building, intended for cancer
patients and their relatives and friends, will have to
guarantee.
“The buildings are and should all be of great
visual impact due to their sophisticated architectural
design, but at the same time be familiar with their
domestic and welcoming spaces and should be able
to encourage patients to support each other.”
(Jencks 2018)
Caterina Frisone is responsible for the design and
coordination of the Master in Architecture of the
Ship and the Yacht at IUAV, in Venice. She graduated in Architecture in 1986 from the Politecnico di
Milano and in 1987 from Syracuse University (NY,
USA). From 1980 to 1984 she worked as a trainee at
the Yankee Delta Studio, specialized in Yatch Design
and Naval Architecture. The daughter of an officer
on the Andrea Doria and author of the book L’Andrea
Doria. Storia, architettura, fascino di una nave
(Marsilio, 2006). She works at her studio in
Marghera (Venice) and teaches in Italy and the USA.

Coming soon:
Parigi, Istanbul, Shangai
Amsterdam, Singapore
Havana, Dubai, San Paolo,
Tokyo, Lisbona, Torino,
San Francisco

ENGLISH EDITION
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ITALIAN EDITION
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BERLIN

LONDON
SECOND EDITION

Berlin has proved to be an active stage for all the
most important social transformations since the
twentieth century, marking a blurred boundary
between Baroque and contemporary, within which
fervent cultural and intellectual seasons, plans for
massive industrialization, World Wars, the establishment of schools of architecture and modern
thought destined to make history have taken hold. A
veritable laboratory of urban planning and architecture in continuous evolution, which still today
constitutes a composite landscape of experiments
in social urban planning, of mending the urban
fabric between east and west, of places of
representation of ministries, embassies and
parliament between the Tiergarten and the Spree,
of redesigning public space according to the model
of critical reconstruction as can be seen at
Bundeshauptsadt, Postdamer Platz and Friedrichstadt to which the major exponents of international
modern architecture have contributed, and of
building a cultural planning whose highest expression is the Museum Island, the most famous
museum complex in the world.

SPRING 2021
edited by
Claudia Saglimbeni
paperback with dust jacket
(folded map)
11.5 × 16 cm
224 pages

edited by
Andrea Nastri and Giuliana Vespere
paperback with dust jacket
(folded map)
11.5 × 16 cm
224 pages

Claudia Saglimbeni is a freelance curator, and as a
project manager she is responsible for the strategic
management of complex cultural projects and
research in the field of architecture and design. She
holds a degree in Sustainable architecture of
multi-scale projects from Politecnico di Milano and a
Master in European Museology from IULM. Since
2015 she collaborates at Luca Molinari Studio as
scientific coordinator of curatorial projects,
publishing and international architecture competitions. She writes as an independent author for some
Italian and international magazines among which
“Platform”, “Hunter Fashion Magazine”, “Studio
Architecture and Urbanism Magazine”. In 2014 she
became co-founder of the travelling exhibition
“Migrant Garden. Untouchable Landscapes”.

€ 18.00

€ 18.00

Andrea Nastri, architect and journalist, is involved in
research in modern and contemporary architecture
and collaborates with Italian and international
magazines and publishing houses specialised in this
field.
Giuliana Vespere, architect, has written articles and
essays on contemporary architecture published in
specialised books and magazines.
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Second edition of the London Architecture Guide,
with new insights and new itineraries. The architectural and cultural expansion of the largest city in
Western Europe is constantly evolving, confirming
year after year its multi-ethnic and innovative soul.
The city presents itself as a set of extraordinary
buildings, created by internationally renowned
architects, which coexist harmoniously, unmistakably characterizing its skyline. The itineraries
include about eighty architectural works, both
historical and contemporary, which are fully
illustrated with images, drawings and descriptions,
and are marked on the front of the map with a
reference number corresponding to the section in
the book and the icon on the back of the map. The
guide also provides information about museums,
libraries, institutions, movie theatres, restaurants
and gathering places.
Among others, the project selection includes
works by Allies and Morrison, Arup Associates,
Ateliers Jean Nouvel, Avery Associates, Foster +
Partners, Grimshaw Architects, Herzog & De
Meuron, James Stirling, Jestico + Whiles, John Mc
Aslan + Partners, Stanton Williams, OMA, Renzo
Piano Building Workshop, Richard Rogers Partnership, Stanton Williams Architects, Studio Daniel
Libeskind, Wilkinson Eyre Architects, Zaha Hadid
Architects.
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HAMBURG
SECOND EDITION

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-45-4

edited by
Laura Andreini

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN
978-88-55210-43-0
788855
210454

paperback with dust jacket
(folded map)
11.5 × 16 cm
208 pages

9

9

788855

NEW YORK

210430

€ 18.00

Five years after the publication of the Hamburg
Guide, the first of the On the Road series, it was
decided to print a new updated version to include 11
recently constructed projects of considerable
interest which have been integrated into the five
itineraries proposed in the guide. When discussing
contemporary architecture, constant updating is a
fundamental aspect, especially in those cities intent
on maintaining their objectives of high urban planning
standards. For this reason, even after only a few
years, the first edition ran the risk of being out of
date.
Today Hamburg forms an open-air museum for
contemporary architecture lovers and an authentic
observatory on the realizations and benefits possible
with creative sustainable urban planning. The
selection of the projects provides a full-immersion in
architecture, allowing the reader to dwell on the
functional, typological and compositive aspects of
the buildings, which are rendered even more legible
by images and technical drawings that supplement
the descriptions. The volume also contains useful
information and advice which will make it easier and
quicker to get around the city, making it possible to
capture the essence of the place even in a short visit.
This is more than simply an architecture guide: it is
also and above all an invitation to travel.
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edited by
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paperback with dust jacket
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208 pages

ENGLISH EDITION
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BARCELONA
edited by
Chiara Ingrosso
paperback with dust jacket
(folded map)
11.5 × 16 cm
224 pages

ENGLISH EDITION
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ITALIAN EDITION
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New York City is a metropolis in a constant state of
metamorphosis. The redevelopment of the existing
cityscape plays a fundamental role in the future
organization of the Big Apple. The guide retraces
the history of the architecture that has made the
image of New York famous since the 20th century,
and analyses the contemporary response, which
plays a key role in keeping it as such. The encounter
between the 20th century and the world of today is
exemplified by the need to update the architecture
of the great masters, from a formal, structural and
performance point of view. Thanks to the forward
looking plans of development and environmental
reconversion, even unused infrastructures and
post-industrial buildings are protagonists today. In
contrast to the ever-increasing number of skyscrapers built, there is room for research into new
low-cost housing models. In the same way, the
suburbs offer an increasingly popular alternative to
the vertical city.

Rome is not only enriched by the works that have
led it to be known as the “eternal city”, or with those
monuments that still preserve the stories of a strong
people, such as the Colosseum, the Roman Forum
or Castel Sant’Angelo. It is not only the symbolic
centre of Christianity thanks to St. Peter’s Basilica,
or the central and fi gurative hub of the Italian
Republic because of the Palazzo del Quirinale. The
history, art, and culture of Rome tell the story of a
process of restoration and innovation that sees the
participation of some timeless places and the birth
of other contemporary community services that join
those already known to the public.
During 1930s, the social and cultural revolution
and call for functionality and practicality are
represented by impressive modern public and
residential works, as well as by major operations
from architectural protagonists in the urban change
of the capital. Works such as the university city of
Sapienza and its institutes, or the EUR district tell
the story of the formal transition between modernity
and contemporaneity.

When we think of Barcelona, the eclectic art of
Antoni Gaudí immediately springs to mind. It is
present in every corner of the city. Or we think of the
Olympic Ring with the tower designed by Santiago
Calatrava; but these are only two aspects of the
exquisite beauty of the Catalan capital which has
been able to blend old and new in a unique and
unpredictable way. The traditional Gothic architecture has a discrete historical flavour, while the
buildings that have appeared in the past 10 years
reflect modern art trends like Cubism, Neo-plasticism, and Futurism. Named the European capital of
innovation in 2014, the city boasts extremely
distinctive urban planning because of the unusual
bevelled corners on city blocks that provide more
open street intersections, with extra space for
outdoor cafés and seating, that give the city its
particularly sociable community atmosphere.
Jean Nouvel, Herzog & de Meuron, Richard
Meier and Norman Foster are some of the famous
figures in the long list of architects who have made
Barcelona an iconic city in contemporary architecture. This guide leads us to discover some fascinating
areas in one of Europe’s most captivating and
surreal cities.

Aurora Maria Riviezzo is an architect and independent researcher. She works as an editor and
freelance curator, collaborating with architectural
studios and Italian publishing houses. Her personal
research centres on the history of modern and
contemporary architecture, with a focus on the
Neapolitan production after the Second World War.
Among the latest research projects, she took part in
the residency promoted by La Biennale di Venezia
for under-30 architecture historians. In the past, she
has collaborated with Forma Edizioni on their guide
dedicated to Barcellona.

Ilia Celiento, architect and teaching assistant at the
University of Campania Luigi Vanvitelli, is the author
of articles and descriptive accounts of architecture
and design and the editor of monographs on
contemporary architecture.

Chiara Ingrosso is an Architect and PhD in History of
Architecture at the University of Naples Luigi
Vanvitelli.
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MOSCOW

ITALIAN EDITION
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edited by
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ENGLISH EDITION
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ITALIAN EDITION
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The influence of Anjou and Aragon, and the traces
left by Bourbon, Hapsburg and Napoleonic
domination have made Naples a treasure of different
styles and periods, rich in original imperfections and
extravagance that deserve to be discovered and
enjoyed. This guide is aimed at illustrating the
structure and unusual aspects of a city in constant
artistic ferment, where architecture ranges from
ancient aristocratic palaces to the modern futuristic
skyscrapers of the business district, the Art
Stations of the Naples Metro, the small Art Nouveau
houses in the poorer areas in the historic centre;
architecture that exists layer upon layer, spreading
outwards to the city boundaries. The twenty-year
period of Fascism was crucial for Neapolitan
architecture: the city was the object of widespread
land drainage and reclamation work, resulting in the
conclusive isolation of the Angevin Keep, the
creation of the new Corsea in the area of the new
foundations for the San Giuseppe-Carità district, as
well as a large number of building projects in the city
centre.
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A guide to contemporary architecture in a city such
as Florence might seem an oxymoron to certain
readers. This book, part of the On the Road series,
is aimed at showing how one of the Italian cities
most strongly linked with its past, in fact – the
quintessential symbol of the Renaissance period,
conceals a myriad of innovative architecture.
Florence is not a static city. It has often been
guilty of long delays and a certain lack of courage in
assimilating new approaches, but its way of
introducing contemporary architecture into a
consolidated context, is unique.
Changes with great impact began in Florence at
the end of the 19th century with the urban planning
transformations designed by Giuseppe Poggi. The
strongly defined limits of the historic centre became
blurred with the demolition of the fortifications and
the city was opened up to permit expansion. In the
1930s, the Rationalist design of the Santa Maria
Novella Station introduced a new form of architectural expression into the historic centre and outskirts
of the city. This is the building that begins the
itinerary proposed in this guide; a chronological, but
also a physical beginning: a starting point for visitors
to begin their architectural excursion.

edited by
Matteo Moscatelli

ENGLISH EDITION
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The last fifteen years of Russian history have
profoundly altered Moscow, bringing dramatic
changes to the Communist city it was in the eighties.
These alterations have increasingly highlighted
Moscow’s many contrasts and multiple facets.
The guide seeks to do more than just recount
and illustrate the city’s architectural history. It strives
to be a tool to study the building trends that have
shaped it.
After a short introduction and the essential
information needed to plan a visit, the book includes
several essays that give the city’s historical context
and then critically consider its possible future
developments. The itineraries include about a
hundred architectural works, both historical and
contemporary, which are fully illustrated with images,
drawings and descriptions, and are marked on the
front of the map with a reference number corresponding to the section in the book and the icon on the
back of the map. The guide also provides information
about museums, libraries, institutions, movie
theaters, restaurants and gathering places.

Second edition of this guide on Milan, enriched with
a focus on the Fondazione Prada.
In recent years, this city has become a metropolis involved in transformations that are well worthy of
interest for the architectural and urbanistic
experiments that have been carried out. The
complex dialectics between innovation and respect
for the existing urban form is the distinctive
characteristic of Milan: recovery of downgraded
neighbourhoods, redevelopment of decommissioned industrial zones, technological experimentation,
and vertical development are the aspects that mark
Milan as a strongly contemporary city. This guide is
being launched in answer to a moment of great
focus on Milan. As it guides the reader through the
wide range of contemporary architectural projects,
it emphasises the unique nature of its complex
character. The transformations are still underway
and for this reason, it is difficult to foresee how a
city of such size will manage to redefine its personal
equilibrium: but this too is part of the contemporary
nature of Milan.

€ 18.00
€ 18.00

MILAN
SECOND EDITION

Alessandro De Magistris, architect, teaches History
of architecture and town planning at the Milan
Polytechnic. He has authored numerous publications,
treatises and articles on the history of contemporary
architecture and town planning, published in Italy and
abroad. He has, among others, written La Città di
transizione (1988), High-Rise. Percorsi nella storia
dell’architettura e dell’urbanistica del XIX e XX secolo
attraverso la dimensione verticale (2004).
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CRITICAL LECTURES
CRITICAL LECTURES series incarnates
the publishing house’s will to give voice
to the university researches about the
most important issues in the contemporary
debate, in a historic moment in which
the architecture questions its languages
and roles, becoming a place of
experimentation and innovation.

LA PERMANENZA DEL
CONCETTO DI PROPORZIONE
DAL RINASCIMENTO AL MODERNO
Laura Andreini

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-29-9

paperback with flaps
16 × 24 cm
288 pages

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-74-9

€ 12.90

Proportion as immutable principle, five hundred
years since Alberti’s formulations, constitutes the
first compositional reference in architecture, rule of
instruction, inspiration factor, and design control.
Those same proportions, that for Viollet-le-Duc
depend on the “rules of geometry”, perhaps make up
the element that most clearly manifests the
“continuity of the classic” and the permanence of
that value system that subterraneously, as is
repeatedly shown in this study, coexists with
adherence to the modern and the search for rationality that characterizes the experience of the ‘20s
and ‘30s in Italy.

Carlo Terpolilli

€ 20.00

This book describes Purini’s theoretical work in
“graphical form” through the architect’s drawings,
taken in part from the author’s archives, and in part
from a private collection. The works presented in this
catalogue refer therefore to Purini the artist. The aim
is to focus the attention on drawing as a fundamental
field of action for research on architecture and the
project, carrying out a critical review on the method
for transmitting the science of architecture and a
refoundation of teaching methods.
Franco Purini is Professor Emeritus in Architectural
and Urban Composition at the Sapienza University in
Rome. He has been awarded numerous prizes for his
projects, architectural design, and theoretical
courses. He is a member of the National Academy of
San Luca and the Academy of Art and Design of
Florence.
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ITALIAN EDITION
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Carlo Terpolilli
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3 cities that are possible, and at the same time
impossible. While these cities could exist, they
actually do not. They could exist, because they are
made from the same rules, materials and requirements as all cities; yet they are impossible because
they are radical: they admit nothing but their
peculiar character, their fundamental rule. Carlo
Terpolilli, reinterpretes the material produced by the
3 workshops held at the IUAV.

We need to reflect on the contemporary meaning of
building, on how we interpret it, on the role it plays
regionally and in the contemporary city, on the way
in which it arrives to its construction, on its economic, social, political, and cultural conditions, and
finally on the overall production and regulatory
conditions. It is also necessary to understand the
role that architectural design plays in returning this
new reality to the building, the city, and the region, in
a new relationship with construction techniques and
with technology. It is necessary to rediscover a role
that definitely belongs to architectural design, that
of being the art of technique: to be able to join
together the 2 fundamental principles, those of
reality and of the ideal. To take back for itself the
role of cultural hegemon, repository of knowledge
and know-how, which is the governing essence of
what we call the building process.

Carlo Terpolilli is architect and professor at the
University of Florence, where he teaches Technology of Architecture. He is founder partner of
Ipostudio Architects. Terpolilli’s activity expecially
enquires into the connections between architectural
design and technology, focusing on the field of
design process and construction innovation.
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LA SERIE E IL PARADIGMA
FRANCO PURINI E L'ARTE
DEL DISEGNO PRESSO I MODERNI
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LA RESIDENZA DI VIA CELSO è INTROVERSA, CELATA
ALLE SPALLE DI UN INVOLUCRO LASCIATO INTATTO.
NON è POSSIbILE, PER ChI CAmmINA ALL’ESTERNO,
SCORgERE LA PRESENZA DEL NUOVO. QUANDO SI
ACCEDE AgLI UTLImI PIANI DELL’EDIFICIO, SI PASSA
DALLA PENOmbRA E DALLE DECORAZIONI LIbERTY
DELLA PREESISTENZA AD UNO SPAZIO INATTESO,
LUmINOSO E mINImALE. The residence in Via
celso is inTroVerTed and hidden behind an
ouTer wall ThaT has been lefT inTacT. iT is
impossible for a passer-by To caTch a glimpse
of The new sTrucTures. when one reaches The
lasT floors of The building The aTmosphere
changes from The half-shade of The arT
nouVeau decoraTion in The old building To
an unexpecTed, brighT and minimal space.

-SCAPE
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DEP STUDIO
casa n/s
LAPO RUFFI
edificio Tcr
TRAVERSO-VIghY
casa ceschi

-SCAPE
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massarente architettura
casa museo giacomo matteotti

Lan architecture
gymnasium and town haLL espLanade
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ariu+vaLLino architetti
summer houses
neostudio
piaZZa garibaLdi
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casaLogica
vecciarchitetti
casa c
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dep studio
casa n/s

Lapo ruffi
edificio tcr
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casa ceschi

LAPO RUFFI
EDIFICIO TCR

TRAVERSO-VIGHY
CASA CESCHI

788899

anieLLo / tasca
antoneLLo
coLonna
resort & spa

DOPO DIECI ANNI DI LAVORO COMUNE E DI
FISIOLOGICA SPERIMENTAZIONE FORMALE, BENOIT
JALLON E UMBERTO NAPOLITANO SEMBRANO
INTENZIONATI A PROSEGUIRE LA STRADA GIÀ
IMBOCCATA VERSO LA DIFFICILE ARTE DEL “FARE
CITTÀ” CHE DA SEMPRE È UNA PECULIARITÀ E AL
TEMPO STESSO UN’AMBIZIONE OSTINATA DELLA
TRADIZIONE ARCHITETTONICA ITALIANA. AFTER
TEN YEARS OF COOPERATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
FORMAL EXPERIMENTATION, BENOIT JALLON
AND UMBERTO NAPOLITANO THEREFORE APPEAR
Labico / itaLy / 2011-2012
DETERMINED TO CONTINUE ALONG THE PATH THEY
HAVE STAKED OUT FOR THEMSELVES, TOWARDS
THE DIFFICULT ART OF “CITY-MAKING” WHICH HAS
ALWAYS BEEN A PECULIARITY AND AT THE SAME
TIME AN OBSTINATE AMBITION OF THE ITALIAN
ARCHITECTONIC TRADITION.

IL DIALOGO CON LA TOPOGRAFIA
DEL LUOGO MITIGA
NEOSTUDIO
PIAZZA GARIBALDI
IL TRAUMA COSTRUTTIVO
E CERCA DI MANTENERE
LA CONTINUITÀ DELDIVERSERIGHESTUDIO
PROFILO CHE CONNOTA QUEL
CASALOGICA
LEMBO DI RIVIERA, ATTENUA
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SOLID MASONRY, BETWEEN MEDITERRANEAN SCRUB
AND THE SWIMMING POOL.
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the repetition of strict essential
shapes arranged in a range
of logical compositions show
the efficiency and adherence
to contemporary design in all
architectural research work by
aniello / tasca. the expression
of plain geometry, where
different elements harmonise
with evocative spaces, each
featuring its own material and
colour, combines to create an
architectural continuum with
the surrounding landscape.
the antonello colonna resort
& spa project in the Labico
natural park near rome is
the successful synthesis of a
concept where architecture
defines the external space by
devising a new structural form.
andrea mannocci
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DOPO DIECI ANNI DI LAVORO COMUNE E DI
FISIOLOGICA SPERIMENTAZIONE FORMALE, BENOIT
JALLON E UMBERTO NAPOLITANO SEMBRANO
INTENZIONATI A PROSEGUIRE LA STRADA GIÀ
IMBOCCATA VERSO LA DIFFICILE ARTE DEL “FARE
CITTÀ” CHE DA SEMPRE È UNA PECULIARITÀ E AL
BERGAMO / ITALY / 2006-2009
TEMPO STESSO UN’AMBIZIONE OSTINATA DELLA
TRADIZIONE ARCHITETTONICA ITALIANA. AFTER
TEN YEARS OF COOPERATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
FORMAL EXPERIMENTATION, BENOIT JALLON
AND UMBERTO NAPOLITANO THEREFORE APPEAR
DETERMINED TO CONTINUE ALONG THE PATH THEY
HAVE STAKED OUT FOR THEMSELVES, TOWARDS
THE DIFFICULT ART OF “CITY-MAKING” WHICH HAS
ALWAYS BEEN A PECULIARITY AND AT THE SAME
TIME AN OBSTINATE AMBITION OF THE ITALIAN
ARCHITECTONIC TRADITION.
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Frutto di una metodologia
progettuale incentrata sulla
sperimentazione compositiva
che Diverserighestudio
porta avanti dal 2003, anno
di fondazione dello studio,
l’edificio residenziale oggetto
di questa monografia mostra
come sia possibile ottenere
risultati sorprendenti pur
disponendo di budget limitati e
operando in contesti che niente
concedono alla suggestione del
paesaggio sia esso naturale che
urbano. Tuttavia lo studio ha
saputo “inventare”, con pochi
calibrati scarti volumetrici,
un’opera sorprendentemente
riuscita e suggestiva.
L’articolazione dell’assieme è
ottenuta attraverso il misurato
movimento, sia in senso
verticale che orizzontale,
delle scabre superfici di un
involucro semplice quanto
espressivo. La casa e il libro
sono allora la testimonianza
di una possibilità straordinaria
offerta dall’architettura come
un’opportunità disponibile
per tutti coloro che vogliono
cercarla.

The residential building
presented in this monograph
- the result of an architectural
method based on design
experiments the Diverserighe
firm has conducted since it was
founded in 2003 - proves that it
is possible to achieve surprising
results even if one has to work
with limited budgets and in
contexts that offer nothing in
terms of natural sceneries or
charming townscapes. The firm
has, nevertheless, succeeded
in “inventing”, with few studied
volumetric shifts, a remarkably
accomplished and fascinating
work.The articulation of the
aggregate has been obtained
by means of measured
movements, both vertical
and horizontal, of the rough
surfaces of an outer shell that
is as simple as it is expressive.
Both the house and the book
are therefore testimonials of
the extraordinary possibilities
offered by architecture, as an
opportunity available to all those
who want to seek it.
Laura Andreini
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LA RESIDENZA DI VIA CELSO È INTROVERSA, CELATA
ALLE SPALLE DI UN INVOLUCRO LASCIATO INTATTO.
NON È POSSIBILE, PER CHI CAMMINA ALL’ESTERNO,
SCORGERE LA PRESENZA DEL NUOVO. QUANDO SI
ACCEDE AGLI UTLIMI PIANI DELL’EDIFICIO, SI PASSA
DALLA PENOMBRA E DALLE DECORAZIONI LIBERTY
DELLA PREESISTENZA AD UNO SPAZIO INATTESO,
LUMINOSO E MINIMALE. THE RESIDENCE IN VIA
CELSO IS INTROVERTED AND HIDDEN BEHIND AN
OUTER WALL THAT HAS BEEN LEFT INTACT. IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE FOR A PASSER-BY TO CATCH A GLIMPSE
OF THE NEW STRUCTURES. WHEN ONE REACHES THE
LAST FLOORS OF THE BUILDING THE ATMOSPHERE
CHANGES FROM THE HALF-SHADE OF THE ART
NOUVEAU DECORATION IN THE OLD BUILDING TO
AN UNEXPECTED, BRIGHT AND MINIMAL SPACE.
MANUEL ORAZI

€ 10,00

LAN Architecture arrange their
windows on the score of a
vertical staff, like the notes of a
song, while the glazed façade
that conceals and reflects
the surrounding, traditional
architecture reminds of a
histogram or the alternations of
a digital rendition of an acoustic
composition.
The reality of the gym, the
town hall and the square is
a persuasive cross between
modernity and tradition, lucid
and opaque surfaces, glass
and stone, dominated by the
omnipresent classical urban
plan, whose rigor and height is
respected by the new building.
While the interior of the gym is
immersed in natural light by day,
it projects outwards by night,
creating a vibrant nocturnal
image that sets a new rhythm to
a very appropriate and rigorous
design approach.
Laura Andreini
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L’intervento dello studio
–scape, con sedi a Roma
e Parigi, mostra, coerentemente
con le biografie dei quattro
soci, una consuetudine tutta
italiana nel trattare il tema
della trasformazione urbana
per manufatti architettonici
dotati di una propria specifica
identità e di una storia che,
nella metamorfosi, sembra
esaltarsi. Il contesto, uno dei
tanti bellissimi villini liberty
costruiti a Roma nei primi anni,
diviene il testo all’interno del
quale inserire una scrittura
architettonica libera e incisiva.
Esternamente infatti l’intergrità
architettonica dell’edificio
originario è stata sottolineata
da un’attenta quanto scrupolosa
opera di restauro filologico
che non ha alterato gli elementi
della plastica ornamentale,
mentre all’interno una diversa
ridistribuzione funzionale
ha innervato il rispetto della
memoria con l’invenzione
di una nuova configurazione
volumentrica incentrata sulla
sinuosa spirale della scala
di collegamento che fluttua con
sapienza nello spazio domestico.

The work of the –scape firm, with
branches in Rome and Paris,
witnesses, coherently with the
biography of the four partners, a
wholly Italian familiarity with the
theme of urban transformations
for architectural constructions
with an own specific identity
and history which seems to be
highlighted as a result of this
metamorphosis. The context, one
of the many beautiful art nouveau
villas built in Rome in the early
years of last century, becomes a
text within which to insert a free
and incisive architectural writing.
In fact, the architectural integrity
of the exterior of the original
building has been accentuated
by an equally attentive and
painstaking work of philological
restoration which has not altered
the elements of the ornamental
modelling, while a new functional
redistribution of the interior
has innervated the respect for
memory with the invention of
a new configuration that centres,
in terms of volume, on the
sinuous spiral of the winding
stairs that connect the domestic
space with its fluctuating, ably
designed forms.

Laura Andreini
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Four “towers” in concrete
In un luogo compromesso e
define the fortified corners of a
abbandonato, dove resiste una
single architectonic aggregate
porzione del paesaggio ligure,
divided in two independent
troppo spesso minacciato
units, connected by a number
da interventi speculativi
of shared facilities on the
e distruttivi, lo studio
basement. The compact and
Ariu+Vallino ha realizzato
rigorous outer shell combines
un’architettura di “sezione”.
modern inspirations and
Se la lezione del
contaminations from the local
decostruttivismo ha reso
tradition – pitched roofs with
libera l’azione agli architetti,
wooden structures – in a unitary
il progetto di queste case
whole that bears witness both
per vacanza ricorda l’impegno
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skills and to a clear
per l’architettura di “sezione” NAPOLI to
critical intent with respect to
di Alvar Aalto a Rovaniemi.
the contemporary Italian debate.
Questo progetto si compone di
The realization of Casa N/S
volumi (l’ingresso, le abitazioni
– through the square form
e la piscina) e materiali (il
adapted to the form of the
legno, la pietra, l’intonaco,
lot, the attentive choice of the
la lamiera e il vetro) articolati
materials and the careful study
con i dislivelli del terreno e
of the details – reveals dep
l’interpretazione del paesaggio,
studio as a new player to watch
sia essa un’interpretazione
within an architectural scenario
“fisica” verso monte, con
that needs, especially outside
l’integrazione tra vegetazione
the bigger cities, that clarity
e costruito, o “percettiva”
and methodological essentiality
verso il mare con le viste
in architectural design that is
che inquadrano lo sfondo come
proof of an evident maturity.
quinte sceniche. Un’architettura
di “sezione” ispirata a un
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linguaggio contemporaneo privo
di riferimenti formali.
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NEOSTUDIO PIAZZA GARIBALDI

IL DIALOGO CON LA TOPOGRAFIA DEL LUOGO MITIGA
IL TRAUMA COSTRUTTIVO E CERCA DI MANTENERE
LA CONTINUITÀ DEL PROFILO CHE CONNOTA QUEL
LEMBO DI RIVIERA, ATTENUA L’IMPATTO CON
LA TERRA E RIESCE, CON RIGORE TETTONICO, A
TROVARE IL PUNTO DI EQUILIBRIO TRA NATURA E
ARTIFICIO, TRA LECCI E SOLIDITÀ MURARIA, TRA
MACCHIA MEDITERRANEA E INVASO DELLA PISCINA.
THE DIALOGUE WITH THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE
PLACE ATTENUATES THE TRAUMA REPRESENTED
BY THE BUILDING AND SEEKS TO PRESERVE THE
CONTINUITY OF THE CHARACTERISTIC PROFILE OF
THE RIVIERA, SOFTENING THE IMPACT WITH THE
LAND AND SUCCEEDING WITH TECTONIC RIGOUR TO
ESTABLISH A BALANCED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
NATURE AND ARTIFICIAL, BETWEEN HOLM OAKS AND
SOLID MASONRY, BETWEEN MEDITERRANEAN SCRUB
AND THE SWIMMING POOL.

VECCIARCHITETTI
CASA C

Laura Andreini

Sullo spartito di un
pentagramma verticale LAN
Architecture dispone le finestre
come le note di una canzone
mentre la facciata in vetro, che
nasconde e riflette la circostante
architettura della tradizione,
appare come un grafico per
istogrammi se non come un
alternarsi della digitalizzazione
di una composizione sonora.
La realtà della palestra, del
municipio e della piazza è
l’incrocio suadente tra modernità
e tradizione, lucido e opaco,
vitreo e roccioso, dominato da
una onnicomprensiva classicità
dell’impianto urbano di cui il
nuovo manufatto ripropone
il rigore e le altimetrie delle
linee di gronda.
Gli interni della palestra,
opportunamente pervasi nelle
ore diurne della luce naturale,
si proiettano all’esterno
nell’immagine notturna,
attraverso una vibrazione che
dona un nuovo ritmo ad una
impostazione progettuale tanto
appropriata e rigorosa.

€ 10,00
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Four “towers” in concrete
Quattro “torri” in cemento
define the fortified corners of a
definiscono gli spigoli fortificati
single architectonic aggregate
di un unico complesso
divided in two independent
architettonico suddiviso in due
units, connected by a number
unità indipendenti collegate da
of shared facilities on the
alcuni servizi comuni al piano
basement. The compact and
interrato. L’involucro compatto
rigorous outer shell combines
e rigoroso unisce in un unico
modern inspirations and
assieme istanze moderne
contaminations from the local
e contaminazioni derivate
tradition – pitched roofs with
dalla tradizione locale – tetti
wooden structures – in a unitary
a falde con struttura lignea
whole that bears witness both
– mostrando una capacità
to design skills and to a clear
compositiva che precisa anche
critical intent with respect to
un evidente intento critico
the contemporary Italian debate.
rispetto al dibattito italiano
The realization of Casa N/S
contemporaneo.
– through the square form
La realizzazione di Casa N/S
adapted to the form of the
– attraverso l’insistita forma
lot, the attentive choice of the
planimetrica costruita sul
materials and the careful study
quadrato del lotto, la ricercata
of the details – reveals dep
attenzione per i materiali
/ ITALIA
/ 1998-2002
studio
as a new player to watch
e lo studio degli elementiPERUGIA
di
within an architectural scenario
dettaglio – evidenzia dep studio
that needs, especially outside
come una nuova voce all’interno
the bigger cities, that clarity
di un panorama architettonico
and methodological essentiality
che necessita, specialmente
in architectural design that is
in provincia, di quella chiarezza
proof of an evident maturity.
ed essenzialità metodologica,
testimonianza di una evidente
Laura Andreini
maturità progettuale.
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Within the context of the plan
aimed at upgrading the centre
of Lastra a Signa, Eleonora
Burlando and Riccardo Miselli
have redesigned the large
open area of Piazza Garibaldi,
an urban barycentre, with
small and carefully designed
additions.
The large empty space, which
has been used for agricultural
and then military purposes, has
clearly formed new links to the
surroundings, by reactivating
an attentious dialogue with
distinctive local elements.
The installation of linear
stereometric elements and a
cheerful system of fountains,
the creation of new surfaces
on different levels that adapt to
the natural slope of the terrain,
constitute the ingredients of the
design of a new urban “void”
that is functionally flexible and
suited to various public activities
as market, arena, meeting
place, and that at the same time
vaunts a distinctive atmosphere
and establishes a dialogue with
the inhabitants.

LAPO RUFFI
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with an introduction by
Valerio Paolo Mosco
€ 10.00
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DIVERSERIGHESTUDIO CASALOGICA

CREDO CHE NEI PROSSIMI DECENNI CI
CONFRONTEREMO CON FENOMENI DI ROTTAMAZIONE
EDILIZIA, DI RINATURALIZZAZIONE DEL PAESAGGIO
URBANO PERIFERICO E DI RIACCORPAMENTO
DELL’ESISTENTE ATTRAVERSO FORME INEDITE DI
DENSIFICAZIONE ABITATIVA E NUOVE STRATEGIE DI
CONDIVISIONE DI SPAZI E RISORSE. È PER QUESTO
CHE CONSIDERO IL LAVORO DI DIVERSERIGHESTUDIO
PIONERISTICO NEL PANORAMA PROFESSIONALE
INTERNAZIONALE. I BELIEVE WE WILL FACE A
DEVELOPMENT CHARACTERIZED BY DEMOLITIONS OF
BUILDINGS, A RETURN OF NATURE TO THE PERIPHERIC
URBAN LANDSCAPE AND THE REINCORPORATION
OF EXISTING BUILDINGS THROUGH NEW FORMS OF
HOUSING DENSIFICATION AND STRATEGIES OF SHARING
SPACES AND RESOURCES. THIS IS WHY I CONSIDER THE
WORK OF DIVERSERIGHESTUDIO PIONEERING IN THE
INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL SCENARIO.

DIVERSERIGHESTUDIO
CASALOGICA

All’interno del programma
di riqualificazione del
centro storico di Lastra a
Signa Eleonora Burlando e
Riccardo Miselli intervengono
puntualmente nella definizione
dell’ampio spazio baricentrico
di piazza Garibaldi, mediante
piccole addizioni.
Il marcato vuoto urbano, già
agricolo poi militare, ritrova
una evidente relazione con il
contesto circostante riattivando
un attento dialogo con gli
elementi caratterizzanti il
luogo stesso. L’inserimento di
elementi stereometrici lineari,
l’installazione di un sistema
giocoso di fontane, la creazione
di nuovi piani a differenti
livelli, recuperando le esistenti
variazioni altimetriche,
costituiscono gli ingredienti
che hanno definito il disegno
di un nuovo “vuoto” urbano
funzionalmente flessibile ad
accogliere diverse attività
pubbliche, mercato, arena, area
di ritrovo, e al contempo luogo
emozionale capace di dialogare
con gli abitanti.
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€ 10,00
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LAN Architecture arrange their
windows on the score of a
vertical staff, like the notes of a
song, while the glazed façade
that conceals and reflects
the surrounding, traditional
architecture reminds of a
histogram or the alternations of
a digital rendition of an acoustic
composition.
The reality of the gym, the
town hall and the square is
a persuasive cross between
modernity and tradition, lucid
and opaque surfaces, glass
and stone, dominated by the
omnipresent classical urban
plan, whose rigor and height is
respected by the new building.
While the interior of the gym is
immersed in natural light by day,
it projects outwards by night,
creating a vibrant nocturnal
image that sets a new rhythm to
a very appropriate and rigorous
design approach.
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Sullo spartito di un
pentagramma verticale LAN
Architecture dispone le finestre
come le note di una canzone
mentre la facciata in vetro, che
nasconde e riflette la circostante
architettura della tradizione,
appare come un grafico per
istogrammi se non come un
alternarsi della digitalizzazione
di una composizione sonora.
La realtà della palestra, del
municipio e della piazza è
l’incrocio suadente tra modernità
e tradizione, lucido e opaco,
vitreo e roccioso, dominato da
una onnicomprensiva classicità
dell’impianto urbano di cui il
nuovo manufatto ripropone
il rigore e le altimetrie delle
linee di gronda.
Gli interni della palestra,
opportunamente pervasi nelle
ore diurne della luce naturale,
si proiettano all’esterno
nell’immagine notturna,
attraverso una vibrazione che
dona un nuovo ritmo ad una
impostazione progettuale tanto
appropriata e rigorosa.

€ 10,00

€ 10,00
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BECOME THE MANIFESTO OF A VERY
VECCIARCHITETTI
CASA C
YOUNG FIRM THAT
DISTINGUISHES ITSELF BY ITS
-SCAPE
ABILITY TO SPEAK
A LANGUAGE THAT IS TOO OFTEN
VILLINO LIBERTY
MALTREATED AND LIMITED BY PREJUDICE, FREEING
DEP STUDIO
IT OF DEFECTS
AND
GIVING IT A NEW CONCEPTUAL
CASA
N/S
NONCHALANCE.
LAPO RUFFI

DAVIDE ROTA

MASSARENTE
ARCHITETTURA
CASA MUSEO
GIACOMO
MATTEOTTI

L’essenzialità e la reiterazione
della forma, articolata
in differenti e logiche
composizioni, rende efficace e
aderente alla contemporaneità
la ricerca architettonica del
lavoro di aniello / tasca.
Questo linguaggio di semplici
geometrie, nel quale gli
elementi si identificano in
spazi suggestivi, ognuno con
il proprio materiale e colore,
concorre a creare un continuum
architettonico con lo spazio
naturale circostante. il progetto
antonello colonna resort &
spa nel parco di Labico, vicino
roma, è una sintesi felice
di una ricerca nella quale
l’architettura definisce lo
spazio esterno conferendogli
un nuova strutturazione.

PAOLO BELARDI / HOF LAB CENTRO ARTIGIANALE

LAPO RUFFI
EDIFICIO TCR

with an introduction by
Giampiero Sanguigni
€ 10.00

MANUEL ORAZI
€ 10,00

DEP STUDIO CASA N/S

DEP STUDIO
CASA N/S

laura andreini

ITALIAN/ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-21-3

-SCAPE
VILLINO LIBERTY

534097

CESARE PIVA

TRAVERSO-VIGHY
CASA CESCHI

Laura Andreini

NEOSTUDIO PIAZZA GARIBALDI

VECCIARCHITETTI
CASA C

DEP STUDIO
CASA N/S

Laura andreini

ARIU+VALLINO ARCHITETTI SUMMERHOUSES

DIVERSERIGHESTUDIO
CASALOGICA

-SCAPE
VILLINO LIBERTY

MASSARENTE
ARCHITETTURA
Luce, siLenzio,
ampie
aperture, Linearità deLLa
CASA MUSEO GIACOMO MATTEOTTI
struttura, sono
gLi eLementi che permettono
LAN ARCHITECTURE
GYMNASIUM
AND TOWNfruitori
HALL ESPLANADE
aLL’edificio e
ai suoi
di confrontarsi
HOF
con La natura
circostante. L’essenziaLità
CITTADELLA DELL’EDILIZIA
deLLa costruzione
e La possibiLità di viverLa
ARIU+VALLINO ARCHITETTI
neLLa sua totaLità
SUMMER HOUSES favoriscono La condizione
imprescindibiLe
NEOSTUDIO di un edificio dedicato aL
PIAZZA GARIBALDI
benessere: La
piacevoLezza deL sentirsi a
DIVERSERIGHESTUDIO
proprio agio.
Light, siLence, Large openings,
CASALOGICA
and a pure Linear
VECCIARCHITETTIstructure are the eLements
CASA C
that aLLow the
buiLding and its guests to
-SCAPE
absorb the surrounding
Landscape. the stark
VILLINO LIBERTY
Lines of theDEPconstruction
and the possibiLity
STUDIO
N/S
of enjoying CASA
every
inch of the space ampLify
LAPO RUFFI
the fundamentaL
roLe of an environment
EDIFICIO TCR
dedicated toTRAVERSO-VIGHY
weLLbeing: the Luxury of feeLing
CASA CESCHI
totaLLy at ease.

9

The work of the –scape firm, with
branches in rome and paris,
witnesses, coherently with the
biography of the four partners, a
wholly italian familiarity with the
theme of urban transformations
for architectural constructions
with an own specific identity
and history which seems to be
highlighted as a result of this
metamorphosis. The context, one
of the many beautiful art nouveau
villas built in rome in the early
years of last century, becomes a
text within which to insert a free
and incisive architectural writing.
in fact, the architectural integrity
of the exterior of the original
building has been accentuated
by an equally attentive and
painstaking work of philological
restoration which has not altered
the elements of the ornamental
modelling, while a new functional
redistribution of the interior
has innervated the respect for
memory with the invention of
a new configuration that centres,
in terms of volume, on the
sinuous spiral of the winding
stairs that connect the domestic
space with its fluctuating, ably
designed forms.

€ 10,00

anieLLo / tasca antoneLLo coLonna resort & spa

anieLLo / tasca
antoneLLo coLonna resort & spa

L’intervento dello studio
–scape, con sedi a Roma
e Parigi, mostra, coerentemente
con le biografie dei quattro
soci, una consuetudine tutta
italiana nel trattare il tema
della trasformazione urbana
per manufatti architettonici
dotati di una propria specifica
identità e di una storia che, nella
metamorfosi, sembra esaltarsi.
Il contesto, uno dei tanti
bellissimi villini liberty costruiti
a Roma nei primi anni del ‘900,
diviene il testo all’interno del
quale inserire una scrittura
architettonica libera e incisiva.
Esternamente infatti l’intergrità
architettonica dell’edificio
originario è stata sottolineata
da un’attenta quanto scrupolosa
opera di restauro filologico
che non ha alterato gli elementi
della plastica ornamentale,
mentre all’interno una diversa
ridistribuzione funzionale
ha innervato il rispetto della
memoria con l’invenzione
di una nuova configurazione
volumentrica incentrata sulla
sinuosa spirale della scala
di collegamento che fluttua con
sapienza nello spazio domestico.

MASSARENTE ARCHITETTURA CASA MUSEO GIACOMO MATTEOTTI

ONE is the editorial initiative dedicated to
Italian contemporary architecture, edited
by Laura Andreini and Andrea Mannocci.
The protagonists of this serie’s volumes are
project, one for each, of the selected studies
among young architects working in Italy
and abroad. The monographs, in a bilingual
edition Italian/English, will be published
during the year and, collected in a special
box, will constitute a document of the Italian
architectural reality in its most innovative
and cutting-edge thrust.

-SCAPE Villino liberTy

ONE SERIES

ITALIAN/ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-51-0

9

FRENCH/ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-50-3

788896

780510
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THE DESIGN CITY
MILAN: EXTRAORDINARY LAB

edited by
Marco Sammicheli
and Anna Mainoli
bound hardback
24 x 30 cm
416 pages
€ 98.00

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-66-0

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-64-6

DESIGN
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Milan has long been a platform for creating design.
The infrastructure and facilities have made it central
to the world of design, graphics, and architecture
since the mid-1950s, and the Milan Furniture Fair and
fashion industry have given it a permanent place of
prominence on international calendars. Designers,
companies, and furniture makers have long been the
driving force of a world that must always make itself
anew to stay fresh and competitive.
The book would like to cover major past events
and their connection to Milan while also exploring
the current situation and offer thoughts for the
future. The volume spotlights the stories of many
generations of Italian and foreign designers who
share having contributed to the Milan design
system, which became well established on an
international scale over the span of nearly a century
(1950–2020). They were chosen based on their
careers, their connections to Milan because they
studied or worked here, whether opening their own
studios or serving in other organizations (such as
style offices, technical company offices, and
schools), and for having kept their international
relevance. The two common threads are the places
where their creative design process happened and
the voices of the designers themselves. The goal is
to capture an ever-evolving world and to portray
Milan’s international spirit through the voices of
those who embody it.
Marco Sammicheli teaches at the Design School of
the Politecnico of Milan, and he has been design
curator for Abitare since 2014. After graduating in
Communication Science in Siena and specializing in
the history of design at Bauhaus in Weimar,
Germany, he completed a PhD in Design and
Technologies for Cultural Heritage with a study on
sacred architecture in Italy and Chile. He wrote a
monograph about Zaha Hadid and has written
catalogue essays about Nendo, Studio65, Ingo
Maurer, and Simonetta Ferrante. He participated in
the Venice Biennale of Architecture in 2014.
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paperback with flaps
24 × 30 cm
208 pagine

€ 40.00

This monography, in several languages, presents a
complete description of this versatile architect’s
work, from interior design to industrial production. A
large range of designs and products in various
countries around the world bear witness to his work
abroad as a designer from 2012 to 2016.
Numerous photos, technical sheets and descriptions help readers discover and learn about the
concepts and ideas that form the basis of the
“Architectural Hero’s” design philosophy.
Simone Micheli founded the Architectural firm under
the same name in 1990, and in 2003, he set up the
“Simone Micheli Architectural Hero” design firm with
branches in Florence, Milan and Dubai.
He teaches at Poli.Design and at the Scuola
Politecnica di Design in Milan. His professional
activities cover a wide range from interior and
product design to communications and visual
design; his creations are strongly focused on
sustainability and care for the environment, and are
recognised for their visual impact and originality.

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-60-2

paperback
21 x 26 cm
256 pages
€ 59.00

Forma Edizioni promotes and enhances their
research on contemporary designers with this
volume dedicated to the works of Karim Rashid in
collaboration with companies from all over the
world. The purpose is to present objects, interiors
and memories of friends and collaborators,
collecting all aspects and facets which make up his
extraordinary career and life. Hundreds of products
are described and commented by the author in
order to analyse the evolution of his design
language and of contemporary design. Articles,
interviews and personal images contribute to depict
the personality of Karim Rashid and his relationship
with protagonists of the world of art, fashion, design
and industrial production.
The volume is edited in collaboration with Marco
Casamonti, who has already curated the exhibition
Karim Sampler – an edit from the last 15 years
presented at the Triennale in Milan during the 2011
Milan Furniture Fair. “Karim Rashid is more than a
designer, with unbounded popularity expressing the
personality of a complete artist. His global creativity,
interpretation of a form of sensual, minimalist design
that has conquered the market with more than 3000
designs currently in production, is multi-faceted
and eccentric, with a more than ordinary ability to
perceive the reactions and sensations generated by
space and everything that occupies it. Karim Rashid
has a dream: using design to change the world”.

5.5 DESIGNERS 10 DATES

/LE 10 “PRIME VOLTE” DEI 5.5 - THE 10 FIRST TIMES OF 5.5 Nel giro di dieci anni, i 5.5
hanno saputo creare un universo con il loro originale approccio al design. Questo volume, pensato
come una linea del tempo, propone di soffermarsi non sugli oggetti rappresentativi del loro lavoro,
ma su dieci date che hanno scandito il loro percorso e hanno plasmato il loro modo d’essere.
In a decade, 5.5 succeeded in creating a universe with a unique approach to design. This work, conceived
as a chronologic frieze, proposes a review, not of the emblematic objects of their work, but of 10 dates
which have marked their career and built their state of mind. euro 18,00

/IBRIDAZIONI E COMMUTAZIONI - HYBRIDIZING AND COMMUTATION Il design di Sandra Laube
e Biagio Cisotti è il frutto d’ibridazioni, contemporaneamente attente, ricercate e innovative,
mirabilmente sposate a commutazioni, contestualmente sapienti, consapevoli e creative.
The design of Sandra Laube and Biagio Cisotti is hybridized; it is attentive to contemporariness,
studied and innovative, admirably combined with commutations, and at the same time wise, conscious
and creative. euro 18,00

texts by Carlo Vannicola
introduction by Andrea Branzi
paperback
16.6 × 24 cm
96 pages
€ 18 (eng/ita)
ISBN 978-88-96780-41-1

/per un moderno continuo - For an ongoing modernity “Nel quadro di questo racconto
non si ostenta mai nulla, si presenta semmai, con quella modestia di chi sa, di chi ha esperienza,
ma non deve proclamarla ogni volta”.
“In the context of this story, nothing is ever flaunted. Rather it is presented with the modesty of those
who know, those who have experience and don’t need to proclaim it every day.” euro 18,00

CRI
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CARLO VANNICOLA

THE PROSEV
STRATEGY
CARLO VANNICOLA

ISBN 978-88-99534-44-8
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Vincenzo cristallo

MARTA LAUDANI
E MARCO ROMANELLI
For an ongoing modernity

texts by Vincenzo Cristallo
essays by Carlo Vannicola e Beppe Finessi
paperback
16.6 × 24 cm
96 pages
€ 18 (eng/ita)
ISBN 978-88-96780-63-3

THE PROSEV STRATEGY,
Designing the product
service event

PA

H

PRODUCT

EVENT

texts by Carlo Vannicola

SERVICE

DESIGNING THE PRODUCT
SERVICE EVENT
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paperback
16.6 × 24 cm
96 pages
€ 18 (ita/eng)
ISBN 978-88-96780-44-2

DONEGANI & LAUDA
La casa fredda

9 788896 780633

DESIGN

paperback
16.6 × 24 cm
96 pages
€ 18 (ita/en)
ISBN 978-88-96780-45-9
€ 25 (fr/eng)
ISBN 978-88-96780-46-6

texts by Luisa Chimenz
introduction by Carlo Vannicola

ISBN 978-88-96780-63-3

/A COMPANY WORKING IN A “KNOWN” MARKET, whose activities
lead it to design a product, its services, and events all at the same
time, can be defined as a Prosev Factory. Prosev designers are industrial designers who have been trained with both scientific and
humanistic rigor, making them ideally suited to suggest or oversee
new ways of interpreting company concepts and products, as well as
coming up with innovative new methods and stages of development.
euro 9,90

texts by Jean-Sébastien Blanc,
introduction by Laura Andreini

CISOTTI + LAUBE
Hybridizing and commutation

marta
LaUDaNI
E marco
romaNELLI

The catalogue is part of a project supporting the
Hospice Seràgnoli Onlus Foundation, a non-profit
active since 2002 in assistance, training, research,
and disseminating knowledge about palliative care.
The project includes 3 exhibitions: the first at
MAXXI in Rome; the second at MADRE in Naples;
and the third at MAMbo in Bologna. Driving the
project are designers, architects, artists and
manufacturers taking on the challenge of creating
objects whose importance is in their use.
The catalog includes all the pieces designed by
the designers and made by the companies,
illustrating them with images and descriptions,
including brief designer bios. The designers showed
their support by donating their pieces, which,
through a lottery will be given away to those who
have supported the Foundation’s work.
Exceptional support for the project comes from
MASBEDO, a video artist duo who helped produce
an original video, Look Beyond.

TOP TEN is an editorial initiative edited by Carlo
Vannicola, dedicated to contemporary design.
Each volume of this series takes into consideration the production of a designer, analysing the
career through a selection of his objects.

9 788896 780459

texts by
Francesco Scullica
and Elena Elgani

bound hardback
24 × 30 cm
218 pages

Laura Andreini
and Marco Casamonti

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-61-9

ISBN 978-88-96780-45-9

edited by
Simone Micheli

introduction by
Aldo Colonetti

KARIM RASHID
FROM THE BEGINNING

5.5 DESIGNERS / 10 DATES

ENGLISH/ITALIAN/RUSSIAN/
CHINESE/ARAB EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-12-7

CISOTTI + LAUBE

#SIMONEMICHELI

CISOTTI
+ LAUBE

ENGLISH/ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-96780-65-7

marta LaUDaNI E marco romaNELLI

DO UT DO
2014 DESIGN

paperback
12 × 18 cm
102 pages (ita)
120 pages (eng)
€ 9.90
(eng) ISBN 978-88-99534-44-8
(ita) ISBN 978-88-99534-43-1

DESIGN
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MIMMO
PALADINO

DANTE
ALIGHIERI

LA DIVINA
COMMEDIA

LA DIVINA
COMMEDIA

DANTE
ALIGHIERI

DANTE ALIGHIERI LA DIVINA COMMEDIA MIMMO PALADINO

MIMMO
PALADINO

NEW
edited by
Sergi Risaliti in collaboration
with Riccardo Bruscagli
bound hardback
22.8 x 32 cm
336 pages
ita € 99.00
eng € 110.00

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-59-1

To celebrate the 700th anniversary of the death of
Dante Alighieri, Forma Edizioni is proposing the
work of the Supreme Poet, with a re-edition of the
Divine Comedy, edited by Sergio Risaliti in collaboration with Riccardo Bruscagli, with an essay by
Cristina Acidini and Giorgio Bacci.
The volume will be enriched with 50 reproductions of inedited works and graphical interpretations of Dante’s canti by Maestro Mimmo Paladino,
who captured, in images, the unrestrained imagination and expressive force of the poet.
Sergio Risaliti is art historian, creator and curator of
exhibitis and important events, writer and journalist.
He founded and directed public and private
exhibition centres. He has been working with
Francesco Vossilla since 2007 on an unconventional
investigation on Michelagelo’s work followed by the
publication of volumes. He curated with Cristina
Acidini (creator) and Elena Capretti the exhibition
Michelangelo Buonarroti. Incontrare un artista
universale, at Musei Capitolini in Rome, and together
with Francesca Campana Comparini the exhibiiton
Jackson Pollock, La fi gura della furia, in Palazzo
Vecchio in Florence. He curated the exhibition at
Forte di Belvedere in Florence since 2014. From
2017 is the Director of Museo Novecento in
Florence.
Riccardo Bruscagli is Professor Emeritus in Italian
Literature at the University of Florence. Previously
the director of the SSIS Toscana university courses,
he mainly focussed on historical and humanistic-Renaissance literature (Dante, Boccaccio, Novella
works, Machiavelli, Chivalric Romance poetry);
theatrical literature; Carducci, the poet and prose
writer. Wide teaching experience in American
universities and in France. With Prof. Tellini, he was
the Italian Literature co-author of “Il Palazzo di
Atlante”.

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-57-7

ART
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/ NUCLEARI

BARBERO

OPERE DALLA
COLLEZIONE
LANFRANCHI

OPERE DALLA
COLLEZIONE
LANFRANCHI

Opere dalla
Collezione
Lanfranchi
Luca Massimo
Barbero

NEW
edited by
Luca Massimo Barbero
bound hardback
24 x 30 cm
2 volumes, 250 pages each
€ 150.00

Opere dalla
Collezione
Lanfranchi
Luca Massimo
Barbero

NU

ARI

/ SPAZIALI

LI

BARBERO

SPAZIALI
SPAZIALI
NUCLEARI

SPA

SPAZIALI/NUCLEARI
WORKS FROM THE
LANFRANCHI COLLECTION

Spatialism and Nuclear Art represented two strongly
original and alternative movements in contrast with
the official trend, at that time aligned in unproductive
opposition between Realism and Abstraction.
This active artistic polarity appeared in a Milan
just emerging from the tragedy of the war, but very
quickly launched towards reconstruction. Both
movements were projected towards a coexistent
objective, an affiliation with the “atomic” and “spatial”
era which had opened “infinite new creative
horizons”. The polymorphic and idealistic aspirations, reluctant to remain within the limits of style
and content, that characterised both movements
despite their differences, were a fertile terrain for
the expansion of initial groups, the evolution of
individual artists, and the development of important
international dialogue. Based on cataloguing and
study of the extensive and important body of Spatial
and Nuclear works in the Luciano Lanfranchi
Collection, this publication retraces the birth and
development of Spatialism and the Nuclear Art
Movement, placing them in the coeval context of
Italian and international research.
Each volume will include an extensive historical-critical introductory essay by Luca Massimo
Barbero, illustrated with partial or full-page works
and documents. One article by Chiara Mari on
specific topics are published with each illustration;
the publication includes a revised, updated bibliography.
Luca Massimo Barbero, historian and critic of
modern and contemporary art, is Director of the
Institute of Art History at the Giorgio Cini Foundation
in Venice and scientific consultant of the Lucio
Fontana Foundation. He is the author of numerous
publications and exhibitions on the art of the Italian
post World War II period.

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-53-9

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-48-5

ART
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VISSI D’ARTE

Catalogue of the exhibition held in the Museum of
Livorno between October 31st, 2020 and January 31st,
2021. The exhibition was held to present more than a
hundred works from the Alberto della Ragione
Collection – now permanently conserved in the Museo
Novecento in Florence – and the Giovanni Iannaccone
Collection, conserved in Milan. Although these two
great collectors lived at different times, they were very
similar, possessing remarkable sensitivity and a critical
eye that enabled them to collect works of exceptional
importance by famous artists like Carrà, Morandi,
Guttuso and Vedova, exponents of the Scuola di via
Cavour (Mafai, Raphaël and Scipione) and other
leading figures like de Pisis, Rosai, Guidi, Birolli, plus
many others, whose works left an enduring mark on
Italian artistic history.

SPRING 2021
edited by
Elena Pontiggia
Eva Francioli and Sergio Risaliti

Elena Pontiggia, art historian, holds the Chair of
Contemporary Art History at the Brera Academy and is
a member of the Board of Directors of the 12th
Quadriennale di Roma. She has taught History of
Contemporary Art at the Faculty of Architecture at
Milan Polytechnic. He works on Italian and international
art between the two wars (Sironi, Arturo Martini, Carrà,
Novecento Italiano, Picasso, Hopper, New German
Objectivity) and the relationship between modernity
and classicism. He is a regular contributor to newspapers and magazines.

paperback with flaps
24 x 31 cm
240 pages
€ 27.00

Eva Francioli holds a PhD in Art History from the
University of Florence. in Art History at the University
of Florence. Her areas of research are the study of art
magazines in the period magazines in the period
between the wars and the events of the and neo-avant-garde movements in Florence and Tuscany. and in
Tuscany. She participates in national and international
and in 2010 she was a scholarship holder of the Institut
Since 2014 she has been part of the scientific and
organisational secretariat of the scientific and
organisational secretariat of the Museo Museum in
Florence, where she coordinates and co-curates and
co-curator of exhibitions, events and editorial projects.

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-63-8

PIÙ GRANDE DI ME.
VOCI EROICHE DALLA
EX JUGOSLAVIA /
BIGGER THAN MYSELF.
HEROIC VOICES FROM
EX-YUGOSLAVIA

ITALIAN/ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-70-6
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NEW
edited by
Zdenka Badovinac
and Giulia Ferracci
paperback with flaps
17 × 24 cm
252 pages

CARLA ACCARDI
DADAMAINO

FRENCH/ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN: 978-88-55210-71-3

BETWEEN SIGN AND TRANSPARENCY
9 788855
210713
ENTRE SIGNE ET TRANSPARENCE
NEW
texts by Margit Rowell,
Jean-Pierre Criqui, Valérie Da Costa,
Elizabeth De Bertier
bound hardback
24 × 31 cm
200 pages ca.
€ 49.00

€ 25.00

Catalogue of the exhibition held at MAXXI Museum
in Rome focussed on artists from ex-Yugoslavia who
have contributed to the opposition of Nationalism,
stimulating important reflection on the issues of
acceptance and peaceful coexistence. This
exhibition guides us through the artistic unrest in the
Balkans and is based on a specific interpretation,
expressed through the action of contemporary
heroes and a reflection on a range of aspects that
correspond to the different sections of the exhibition: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, Hope, Risk, the
Individual, Otherness, Metamorphosis.
Zdenka Badovinac is a curator, writer and director of
the Museum of Modern Art in Ljubljana, comprised
since 2011 of two locations: the Museum of Modern
Art and the Metelkova Museum of Contemporary Art
in Metelkova, an autonomous art, culture, and social
center in Ljublijana.
Giulia Ferracci has collaborated with MACRO Museo d’Arte Contemporanea di Roma and Ministero
Dei Beni Culturali - Darc Direzione generale per l’Arte
e l’Architettura Contemporanee. She is a curator at
MAXXI where she has worked since 2010.

This catalogue for the exhibition at the Tornabuoni
Gallery in Paris pays homage to the artists, Carla
Accardi and Dadamaino through their research into
symbols as a new artistic alphabet. They shared the
same desire for independence which led them to join
various artistic movements, while, at the same time,
liberating themselves of all dogmatic structure. They
created two unique paths, two distinct artistic
languages that share the same strict discipline
necessary for any transmission of conceptual
experimentation.
Margit Rowell has been a curator at the most prominent museums of modern and contemporary art for
more than thirty years. She has organized exhibitions
and written essays for catalogs devoted to the works
of Joan Miró, Julio Gonzalez and Constantin Brancusi,
Luciano Fabro and Wolfgang Laib, Antonin Artaud and
Sigmar Polke.
Jean-Pierre Criqui is an art historian and critic, and is
curator at the Department of the contemporary
collections of the Musée National d’Art Moderne and
Chief Editor of the “Cahiers du Musée National d’Art
Moderne” at the Centre Pompidou in Paris.
Valérie Da Costa is an art historian and critic, curator,
and teaches history of contemporary art at the
University of Strasbourg. She has written a large
number of books, articles and texts on modern and
contemporary sculpture, as well as on artistic multidisciplinary fields.
Carla Accardi
Dadamaino:
Between sign and transparency
Entre signe et trasparence
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Catalogue of the exhibition hosted at the Museo
Novecento in Florence, which originates from four
important paintings belonging to Alberto Della
Ragione. Morandi’s greatness was immediately
recognised by Roberto Longhi, who never ceased to
examine the artist’s human and intellectual discussion. Other critics who have constantly expressed
great approval for the Bolognese artist include
Cesare Brandi, Francesco Arcangeli, and Carlo
Ludovico Ragghianti, that is, the cardinal points of
twentieth century criticism concerning the art of the
Bolognese master.
This laid the foundation for a special exhibition
project, which brings together works belonging to,
or that have gravitated towards, the four illustrious
art historians. It cements loyalty towards the silent
and still painting of Morandi, who was a unique artist
during a historical moment where his contemporaries moved towards Abstractism or Abstract
Expressionism.

SPRING 2021
edited by
Maria Cristina Bandera
and Sergio Risaliti
bound hardback
24 x 30 cm
112 pages

Maria Cristina Bandera is the scientific director of
The Fondazione di Studi di Storia dell’Arte Roberto
Longhi in Florence. She was chair of History of Art
at the Venice and Naples Academies, Fellow
Member of the Harvard University Center for Italian
Renaissance Studies in Villa I Tatti in Florence, and
member of the editorial committee for the magazine
Paragone Arte. She has published numerous
scientific studies on the figure of the critic and
collector Roberto Longhi. For many years, her work
has been particularly focused on Giorgio Morandi
and Carlo Carrà, curating international level
exhibitions dedicated to the artists and their work.

€ 29.00

SALMAN ALIGHIERO BOETTI
SALMAN
ALIGHIERO
BOETTI

SALMAN ALIGHIERO BOETTI

EXIT MORANDI

€ 20,00
ISBN 978-88-55210-60-7

SPRING 2021
by Salman Ali
paperback with flaps
20.5 x 28 cm
96 pages
€ 20.00

When we think of Alighiero Boetti we do not
automatically remember the support he received
throughout his career from his Afghan assistant,
Salman Ali. They met in Kabul in 1971, and travelled
to Rome two years later. Their initial collaboration
rapidly evolved into a far more intense relationship:
not simply as assistant, but a truly close member of
the family, who now describes his experience as a
direct witness of Boetti’s personal and artistic life in
his autobiography.
Proof of this close bond can be found in the
personal collection of works given to Salman by his
dear friend Alighiero, and in the substantial
photographic archives: glimpses of everyday life,
travels, and numerous exhibitions. An extraordinary
collection of material that the Tornabuoni Gallery is
putting on show in a travelling exhibition in Milan and
Paris; it will share with the public some of the more
personal and intimate aspects of the work of one of
Italy’s greatest contemporary artists.
The book includes the personal text written by
Salman Ali in Italian and English, famous works and
photographs on show in the exhibition, and texts by
Clino Trini Castelli, Bruno Corà and Giorgio
Colombo, who were all witness to the close
relationship between the two friends.
Salman Ali was born in Jaghiri (Afghanistan) in 1948.
At 18, he left for Kandahar for his military service,
then moved to Kabul where he began work at
Alighiero Boetti’s One Hotel in 1971. In 1973, Boetti
invited Salman to live in Rome, where he continued
to work with the artist, but was also a close member
of the family. He travelled everywhere with Boetti;
he worked as his assistant in his studio, was
responsible for running the family home and even
looked after the children. In short, his work was “to
see that everything ran smoothly so that the boss
had no worries”. Even after Boetti’s death, Salman
Ali maintained his close relationships with the Boetti
family. Today he works at the Fondazione Alighiero
e Boetti in Milan.
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ITALIA MINIMAL

Catalogue of the exhibition held at the Tornabuoni
Gallery in Paris dedicated to the greatest exponents
of Italian contemporary experimental art, with works
ranging from the end of the 1950s to the late 1970s.
An interesting cross-section of Italian culture
that demonstrates affinity, points of contact and
divergence between these artists and their American experience, as highlighted by Achille Bonito
Oliva in the famous exhibition “Minimalia”.
“Simplification is complex: it is an all-out choice.
The Italian minimalist artists are the heavyweights in
the boxing ring of art – and life.”
Ilaria Bignotti has a PhD in Theory and History of
Art, and is an independent curator. Since 2013, she
has been Scientific Curator of the Associazione
Archivio Paolo Scheggi, Milan, and since 2015,
Scientific Director of the Francesca Pasquali
Archives, Bologna. She has been Head of Special
Projects and Scientific Curator of Associazione
Archivio Antonio Scaccabarozzi, Milan. Dr. Bignotti
has designed, organised, and curated international
exhibition projects, working constantly with
museums, institutions and foundations. She is
Professor and Coordinator of disciplinary studies at
the Accademia di Belle Arti “SantaGiulia” in Brescia.
She is also a Visiting Professor at many distinguished Italian and international universities and
museums. She is a member of the Scientific
Committee of “MoRE Museum- an on-line museum
that identifies, collects, catalogues and digitalises
20th and 21st century refused and unrealised art
projects. She has published hundreds of books,
catalogues of Modern and Contemporary Art for
exhibitions, and has written widely for scientific
monographs and catalogues raisonnés.

SPRING 2021
edited by
Ilaria Bignotti
paperback with flaps
17 x 24.5 cm
64 pages
€ 20.00

edited by
Flavia Frigeri
paperback with flaps
17 x 24.5 cm
72 pages
€ 18.00

This is the idea of “Utopia”: highlighting this common
writing, this sharing of aspirations peculiar to this
blessed period of creation of post-fascist Italy in
which art, architecture and design have ceaselessly
responded to each other in the same spirit of
creative effervescence and philosophical and
political questioning. Lucio Fontana, Carlo Mollino,
Pier Paolo Calzolari, Andrea Branzi and also Gino
Sarfatti, Paolo Scheggi, Carlo Scarpa and Dadamaino, Enrico Castellani and Nanda Vigo, Michele De
Lucchi and Alberto Burri: so many artists and works
that mirror each other, and question the same vision
of time, the same concern for the place of man in
the world, the same relationship with the profane
and the sacred. There was a before and an after,
with the birth of movements such as Arte Povera,
the Radical movement or Alchimia… that blossomed
by expanding artistic paradigms.
Flavia Frigeri is an Art Historian and Curator,
currently Teaching Fellow in the History of Art
department at University College London. Prior to
that she served as a Curator, International Art and
Assistant Curator at Tate Modern, where she worked
on exhibitions, acquisitions and permanent collection
displays. She holds a PhD from UCL, an MA in Art
History from University of Chicago and a BA in Art
History from John Cabot University, Rome. She has
published articles and catalogue essays on a range
of subjects including, post-war European art with a
focus on Italian art, pop art and exhibition histories.
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DAVIDE RIVALTA MY LAND

Catalogue of the retrospective exhibition of Davide
Rivalta’s works at the Forte di Belvedere in Florence.
The main focus of the exhibition is the personal
figurative portrayal of his favourite subject, the
animal world. His bronze sculptures express an
“otherness”; rather than appearing to render animals
according to traditional and imitative criteria, he
seems to make them alive in some different way.
Rivalta manages to portray these animals both
present and distant at the same time: a buffalo, a
rhinoceros, or a wolf, creating a magnificently alien
effect with unusual techniques. He incorporates
half-formed sculptural expression into another
dimension of the untamed essence of the animal,
with all its fearless energy from another age, in a wild
primitive invasion of spaces transformed from parks
into savanna. But there are not only sculptures: the
exhibition rooms below ground level display site-specific drawings of large birds roughly sketched onto
the walls, integrating the sculptor’s graphic talent
and expressing the strength of his work.

edited by
Saretto Cincinelli and Sergio Risaliti
bound hardback
24 x 31 cm
140 pages
€ 45.00

Saretto Cincinelli, art critic and curator, has written
for “Flash Art” (Milan) and “Ars Mediterranea”
(Barcelona), and his writings have been published in
numerous catalogues and monographs: Tony Cragg,
BSI Art collection, Zurich; Daniela De Lorenzo, La
Galliera, Valencia; Soulages XXI° Siècle, Musée des
Beaux-Arts in Lyon. Among the exhibitions most
recently curated or co-curated: “Mark Lewis”, Man,
Nuoro, and Museo Marini, Florence (2009); “Luca
Rento”, Cairn, Digne (2010); “David Claerbout”, Mart,
Rovereto (2011); Andrea Santarlasci, San Michele
degli Scalzi, Pisa (2013); “Luce Coatta: Dischiusure”,
Artopia, Milan (2015); “Carlo Guaita. Urania”,Rita
Urso Gallery, Milan (2015); “La guerra che verrà non
è la prima”, Mart, Rovereto (2015); “Un sogno fatto a
Mantova”, Palazzo Te, Mantua (2016); “The Lasting”,
La Galleria Nazionale, Rome (2017); “Il disegno del
disegno”, Museo 900, Florence (2018); “Joint is out
of Time”, La Galleria Nazionale, Rome (2019);
“Robert Morris Monumentum”, La Galleria Nazionale, Rome (2019); “Emanuele Becheri”, Museo
Novecento, Florence (2020).
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GIUSEPPE PENONE
PROSPETTIVA VEGETALE
edited by
Arabella Natalini and Sergio Risaliti
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JAN FABRE
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edited by
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Published on occasion of the exhibition
of Giuseppe
9 788896
780688
Penone’s works in Florence, hosted at Boboli
Gardens and Forte di Belvedere, this volume profiles
one of the world’s most prominent and internationally esteemed contemporary artists. It is more than
just an exhibition catalogue, as it contains, in
addition to detailed illustrations of all of the works
installed for the exhibition at these two extraordinary Florentine locations, important documents and
additional information useful for understanding the
artist and his work.
The text is structured around a long conversation between Giuseppe Penone and Arabella
Natalini, accompanied by drawings from the artist’s
sketchbook. Numerous contributions by internationally renowned critics present many points of
reflection on the body of work of one of the most
important exponents of the Arte Povera movement.
A section devoted to biographical and bibliographical matter and a summary of the exhibited
works, together with a large collection of images
from the Archivio Penone, offers an important
overview of the artist’s prolific career.

€ 49.00

Catalogue of the large-scale exhibition promoted by
the Municipality of Florence held at Forte di
Belvedere, Palazzo Vecchio and Piazza della
Signoria in 2016.
This is one of the most complex exhibitions by
the Flemish artist and theatrical director, Jan Fabre,
ever held in Italian public areas. On display there are
about a hundred works created between 1978 and
2016: bronze sculptures, scarab shell installations,
wax pieces, and documentary films of his performances. Fabre will also present two brand new
works created especially for this occasion.
The important event is beautifully illustrated in
this book with photography by the internationally
famous photographer, Attilio Maranzano.
Critical essays and introductions by the curators
Melania Rossi and Joanna De Vos, the project’s
artistic director, Sergio Risaliti, and by Arabella
Natalini, provide analyses of the works on show and
describe the extraordinary and multifaceted career
of the artist.
Spiritual Guards is an incitement to live a heroic
life, either unarmed or as a warrior, in defence of
imagination and beauty.
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edited by
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bound hardback
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224 pages
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The Belvedere Fortress is the main location for this
exhibition involving the whole city and including the
Uffizi Gallery, Boboli Gardens, Palazzo Vecchio,
Palazzo Pitti, Basilica of Santa Croce, Museo
Novecento, and Museo Marino Marini. Each location
exhibit the works of some of Italy’s most important
contemporary artists.
The 12 protagonists are: Giovanni Anselmo,
Marco Bagnoli, Domenico Bianchi, Alighiero Boetti,
Gino De Dominicis, Luciano Fabro, Jannis Kounellis,
Mario Merz, Nunzio, Mimmo Paladino, Giulio Paolini
and Remo Salvadori. The catalogue narrates this
widely varied exhibition with contributions by
recognised international art critics. Comprehensive
data sheets provide detailed descriptions of the
works by each artist on show. Extensive iconographic material, including images from archives and
photos of the works on show, each in their respective location, will complete the narrative of this
important event.
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Eliseo Mattiacci (Cagli, 1940) is certainly one of the
great leading figures in contemporary Italian art, one
of the pioneers of the post-Sixties avant-garde,
creator of experimentation and renewal in sculpture,
inventor of astronomical-cosmological iconographies
and of new spatial and conceptual relationships
between art and nature, between man and environment. Forte di Belvedere is the location for this
important exhibition that recalls the entire carreer,
from his first exhibition to nowadays, of this artist.
His work has been discussed and made known
over time by art historians and critics (Diacono,
Boatto, Rubiu, Trini, Briganti, Corà, Castagnoli and
Barilli) who grasped the originality, independence
and vigour of his creative “vis”. Photographs of the
exposition and critical essays makes the publication
very illustrious.

Jeff Koons In Florence highlights the phenomenological dialogue that emerges from an unprecedented
union of new icons by the Contemporary artist with
masterpieces by Donatello and Michelangelo. For
the first time in five hundred years, a sculpture by a
Contemporary artist has been placed on the raised
podium in front of the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence,
among the copies of Michelangelo’s David other
illustrious statues. This catalogue illustrates this
historic happening with images of Koons’s monumental sculpture Pluto and Proserpina set in the
incomparable setting of Piazza della Signoria. The
journey continues inside the Palazzo Vecchio, as
Koons’s Gazing Ball (Barberini Faun) graces the
Sala dei Gigli, its striking pose opposite the
magnificent original bronze statue of Judith and
Holofernes by Donatello.
Also included are interpretive essays that
illuminate the light-hearted but refined play of
quotations and cross-references, contrasts and
comparisons between ancient and contemporary
art that come alive in Jeff Koons In Florence. The
book is enriched by numerous texts of internationally renowned critics which presents many points of
reflection, in particular on the specifics of this
exhibition and in general on the body of work of one
of the most important exponents of the Postmodern.
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Jan Fabre has always been strongly fascinated by
alchemy and the memory of matter. This new
volume – published on the occasion of his exhibition
at the Abbazia di San Gregorio, one of the collateral
events of the Venice Biennale – includes works in
glass and bone created by the artist during a period
that spans from 1977 to 2017, are on show together
for the first time.
The artist makes a reference to Flemish Masters
who used crushed bone in their paintings , and to
Venetian glass-blowers. Fabre has deliberately
chosen two materials that are hard and strong, but
delicate and fragile at the same time.
“The philosophical and poetic reason behind
associating human and animal bones with glass,
comes from a recollection of my sister as a child
playing with a tiny glass object. It made me think of
the flexibility of human bone structure and the
flexibility used in glass-blowing techniques. Certain
animals, and all human beings, leave their mother’s
womb like molten glass from the furnace. They can
be modelled, bent, and shaped with a surprising
level of freedom.” (Jan Fabre 2017)
The catalogue contains critiques by the
curators, and contributions by Melania Rossi and
Adriano Berengo and naturally includes extensive
iconographic material illustrating all the works on
show in the exhibition.
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BURRI.
PAINTING, AN IRREDUCIBLE PRESENCE

ARNALDO POMODORO
1955-65

Catalogue on the retrospective anthology organised
by the Fondazione Giorgio Cini dedicated to Alberto
Burri, edited by the Art Historian and President of
the Fondazione Burri Bruno Corà. The project
shows the successful journey to international
recognition as a result of the centenary of the birth
of the Umbrian artist.
The exhibition chronologically recalls Burri’s
artistic career through around fifty of his works
chosen from his most important series: the Catrami,
Muffe, and the Sacchi, before arriving at the
Combustioni, Legni, Plastiche, Cretti, and the last
stage of the master’s artistic research, his Cellotex
series.
The catalogue aims to reconstruct in its entirety
the parable of one of the greatest pioneers of the
new painting of the twentieth century who, through
his research, addressed the crucial issue of the use
of matter and its transformation into a work of art,
and who is introduced in critical essays by Corà and
the Director of the Institute of Art History of the
Fondazione Giorgio Cini Luca Massimo Barbero.

edited by
Bruno Corà
backpaper with flaps
24 × 30 cm
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edited by
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bound hardback
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Bruno Corà inizia la carriera di critico e curatore
dalla metà degli anni ’60. Dal 1970 collabora con
gli Incontri Internazionali d’Arte di Roma. È stato
professore e accademico d’onore dell’Accademia
di belle arti Pietro Vannucci di Perugia. Ha insegnato
all’Università degli Studi di Cassino e all’Università
degli Studi di Firenze. È stato direttore di Palazzo
Fabroni Arti Visive Contemporanee di Pistoia, del
Centro per l’arte contemporanea Luigi Pecci di
Prato e del Centro d’arte moderna e contemporanea
di La Spezia nonché del Museo d’Arte Moderna e
Contemporanea di Lugano. Attualmente è presidente della Fondazione Burri. È stato curatore di diverse
Biennali Internazionali d’Arte come quella di Dakar,
Gubbio e La Spezia. Ha curato mostre di artisti
internazionali come Uncini, Agnetti, Burri, Nevelson,
Klein, Boetti, Fontana, Pistoletto, Melotti, Castellani,
Fabro, Paolini e Lo Savio. Gli oltre 300 saggi critici
d’arte contemporanea di cui è autore sono stati
pubblicati su monografie, quotidiani e riviste
specializzate.
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Tornabuoni Art returns to the origins of sculptor
Arnaldo Pomodoro’s work, specifically to the years
1955-1965, a pivotal period of the artist’s production.
His creations, initially derived from the goldsmithing
produced side by side with the brother Gio’ and
Giorgio Perfetti, evolves towards small concrete and
lead reliefs, then in large mural panels engraved with
illegible glyphs, inspired by Mesopotamian tablets’
cuneiform writing, Egyptian papyruses and Paul
Klee’s graphic style. In 1960, Pomodoro is among
the founders of the group Continuità, next to Novelli,
Consagra, Tancredi, Dorazio and Fontana, preaching an “aesthetic of continuity”, defined as “the
absence, the incertitude of limit” and attached to the
formal aspects of artworks. He thus produces his
first Sfere, adopting gilded polished bronze as his
preferred material of work, and of which the creation
marks the definitive transition to monumental scale
of his career. Today, Pomodoro’s creations can be
found in prestigious museum collections such as the
Guggenheim in New York and the Vatican Museums.
Moreover, his monumental artworks are exhibited in
more than 40 public squares in major cities around
the world. The artist lives and works in Milan, Italy.
Chiara Mari is a historian of modern and contemporary art. Her main field of research concerns the
dialogue between artists and the new medium of
television, examined through a historical perspective. She has several articles on this topic for
academic journals, exhibition catalogues and
conference proceedings. Her other publications
focus on different aspects of nineteenth and
twentieth-century Italian art, including the history of
caricature in the mid-nineteenth-century avant-garde movement Scapigliatura, the Milanese Triennale
exhibitions, and the history of the Venetian Cavallino
gallery and publishing house. She has worked as a
scientific coordinator of research projects on
Franco Angeli, Virgilio Guidi and Arnaldo Pomodoro.
She is currently a postdoctoral researcher at the
Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venice, where she works
on the Cardazzo Archive. She collaborates with the
Cattolica University, Milan and Brescia.
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MAMBOR

ROBERTO FANARI
IL CIELO RITROVATO

This publication retraces the stages of the career of
Renato Mambor, one of the main figures in the visual
arts renewal movement in Italy at the end of the
1950s. One of the most complex and versatile
artists in the second half of the last century, his
works belong to a border zone between visual and
performing arts, open to a metalinguistic relationship between object, word, and the viewer. This
book offers an extensive view of Mambor’s experimental work in general, beginning with his early
work, his performance art and theatrical activities,
as far as his return to painting in the 1990s. The
book contains a rich collection of photos of his
works and a wide selection of archive images and
texts by the artist; it also presents a focus on the
mixture of painting, theatre and photography,
proposing an exploration of the relationship
between object-work-view and the performances by
the artist, also in the light of the recent neuroscientific theory of Embodiment. The book also includes
an interview with Gianna Mazzini, director of the
recent documentary Parola chiave Mambor.

edited by
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bound hardback
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edited by
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bound hardback
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Raffaella Resch, following her wide experience at
the Milan City Council Cultural Department and the
Antonio Mazzotta Foundation, is an independent
curator since 2014. Her main field of expertise is
20th century artists such as Kandinskij, Klee and
Baj, but she also curates contemporary art aimed at
contextualising figures and works of renowned and
lesser known artists in relation to a territorial aspect
or a specific museum.

€ 39.00

Federico Sardella, art historian, exhibition curator, is
specialised in archive management of contemporary
artists. He has interviewed artists and major figures
in the art world, organised public and private
exhibitions. He edited a number of monographs on
prominent post-war artists.

Catalogue of the exhibition by Roberto Fanari held
at the Studio Museo Francesco Messina, Milan. The
core feature of the exhibition is The Rediscovered
Sky, a painting on canvas, 12 metres long and 6
metres wide, on two panels composed of 36
individual canvases and placed at a height of 12
metres. The link between art and nature, and
between art and architecture is evident in the play
created by the use of architectural elements, from
the crypt on the ground floor, and the light sources
like the enormous window of the apse. Aware of the
perfect dialogue between the work and the
surrounding space, Fanari created an installation
that integrates perfectly within the exhibition space.
Other works shown on the ground floor are closely
connected to the painted ceilings through their
affinity or contrast. The artist has often focused on
the subject of the sky and clouds inspired by the
work of Constable, achieving an effect that evokes
the dreamlike and visionary aspects of our imaginary.
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PINO MANOS

Monographic volume dedicated to the Sassarese
artist Pino Manos, exponent of the Spazialism
movement since 1951, along with Lucio Fontana,
Enrico Castellani, Agostino Bonalumi and others. His
adhesion and participation is testified by 41 personal
and collective exhibitions in 1962. In the same year,
together with Europe’s thirty most eminent artists, he
was invited to London for adhesion to the “Europe
1962” Manifesto: Painting and Sculpture organised by
the New Vision Centre Gallery, envisaged as the basis
of the nascent European Union. On the 16th of May
2019, Manos was invited as a guest of honour to the
Italian Embassy in London, as the last living successor
of Spazialism, to participate in the exhibition Spaziale!
Italian Spazialism and its Legacy. A critical essay by
Sergio Risaliti, director of the Museo Novecento in
Florence, can be seen as an in-depth iconographic
apparatus that narrates the vast and transversal
artistic activity of a great protagonist of contemporary
Italian art.

paperback
21 x 26 cm
256 pages
with texts by
Pino Manos and Sergio Risaliti

Pino Manos was born in Sassari in 1930. In 1951 he
moved to Milan where he frequented both the
Cimabue Academy of the Fine Arts and the Brera
Academy of Fine Arts. He struck up friendships with
Crippa, Dova, Marini, Bonalumi and Munari (although
in particular with Fontana, adhering to the Spatialism).
In 1956 he was in Rome, becoming part of the then
very lively and fecund artistic and cultural environment. He became a friend of Burri. In 1957 he moved
to Florence where he finished his architectural
studies. Starting from 1962 he carried out sojourns
and long trips centred on study and interior research
in Europe and the rest of the world. In 1962, together
with Europe’s thirty most eminent artists, he was
invited to London for adhesion to the “Europe 1962”
Manifesto: Painting and Sculpture organised by the
New Vision Centre Gallery, envisaged as the basis of
the nascent European Union. In 1980 he founded the
association named “Il creativo” (The Creative) for the
socialisation of Art and the development of creativity
as a therapeutic element. In 2010 he founded the
movement called “Il Rigorismo” (Rigourism) in the
wake of Transpatialism.

€ 59.00
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WOMAN+LANDSCAPE
UMBERTO BOCCIONI
1907-1912

ENGLISH/ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-88-2

edited by
Roberta Cremoncini
bound hardback
13 × 17.5 cm
80 pages
€ 14.00

To mark the 20th anniversary of the Estorick
Collection of Modern Italian Art in London, we are
publishing a catalogue of the exhibition organized
at the London foundation in cooperation with Intesa
Sanpaolo and the Embassy of Italy in London. The
works on exhibit recount the transitional stage of
Umberto Boccioni from the Divisionist to the
Futurist period: landcapes but most of all portraits
of excellent women who were among the artist’s
favourite subjects, and evokes the intimate
conversations that undoubtedly took place between
them against the developing backdrop of Milan at
the turn of the century, reflecting technological
advances and the changes they led to. Boccioni
moved to Milan in 1907 and at that time he approached the symbolist Divisionism of Giovanni
Segantini and Gaetano Previati. However, after
joining the Futurist movement and publishing the
Manifesto tecnico della pittura futurista, the
language changed, although he would continue to
keep the previously used style in close proximity.
Emblematic of this period is the oil painting Idolo
Moderno, which represents the point of evolution in
his career, taking a leap towards a more innovative
and complex avant-garde. Other undeniably
wondrous canvases and sketches on paper help to
convey fully the importance of this stage in the
career of one of the undisputed masters of early
20th century Italian art.

SPATIAL
EXPLORATIONS

ENGLISH/ITALIAN EDITION
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edited by
Francesco Tedeschi
bound hardback
13 × 17.5 cm
96 pages
€ 14.00

The object of the exhibition and of this catalogue is
the role of Lucio Fontana in relation to at least two
generations of artists working in Italy in the late
20th century. His example strongly contributed to
the great artistic advances made in Milan, which
was already at the forefront of the art world thanks
to its contribution Futurism in the years before the
great war, and which was able to regain a prominent
position at a European level in the ‘50s and ‘60s. In
the different use of dexterity and technology, of the
minimal mark and of a universal vision, the different
paths of exploration of the space-time concept,
following the example of Fontana’s insights, lead to
a series of proposals emerged in the Milanese and
Italian artistic context between the 1950s and
1960s. These proposals engage in a dialogue with
positions put forward elsewhere, in Paris and in
New York, in London and in Amsterdam, but with a
particular interpretation, guaranteed in the first
place by Fontana’s behavior, in a dialogue between
the specificity and sharing of horizons, which
represented the aspirations of an art that is
anything but separated from the conditions of the
contemporary world. This small show, selected
within an important collection of works by Dova,
Crippa, Tancredi, Deluigi, Baj, Manzoni, documents
the many different directions taken by Italian art
throughout the 20th century and wishes to bear
witness to it.
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LUCA PIGNATELLI
SENZA DATA

Catalogue of the exhibition Senza data by Luca
Pignatelli at the Stefano Bardini Museum in
Florence, curated by the Artistic Director of the
Museo Novecento in Florence, Sergio Risaliti. The
exhibition shows a series of works painted on
railway tarpaulins, wood, paper and sheet metal, as
well as large paintings on Persian carpets from the
early 20th century. These works stand out immediately for their size and their link with the vast and
beautiful collection of carpets in the Museum. The
main theme of the works on show is based on a
reflection on time, memory and image.
Luca Pignatelli studied architectural composition
during the period influenced by the theories of Aldo
Rossi and the idea of the sedimentary growth of
history, which for Pignatelli assumed a particular
meaning with regard to painting linked with his focus
on time and memory. He is an artist able to accept
the challenge of large-scale paintings, generally
working on unusual supports, often salvaged
materials: jute tarpaulins, wood, metal, assembled
and woven paper, on which the artist intervenes,
overlaying his own selection of images, icons of
collective memory. His works are often relics of
classical culture, but also urban and mountain
landscapes, trains, planes, and man-made machines.
Each work reproduces memorable objects, artistic
artefacts that evoke immense feelings of eternity and
infinity. He has held a large number of solo exhibitions in Italy and abroad.

edited by
Sergio Risaliti
paperback with flaps
20.5 × 28 cm
112 pages
€ 30.00

GLENN BROWN
PIACERI SCONOSCIUTI
edited by
Sergio Risaliti

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-39-4

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-38-7

JOHN CURRIN
PAINTINGS
edited by
Sergio Risaliti

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-17-2

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-19-6

paperback with flaps
20.5 × 28 cm
84 pages

paperback with flaps
20.5 × 28 cm
84 pages

€ 29.00

€ 29.00

Glenn Brown creates an artistic language that
transcends time and pictorial conventions. His
mannerist instincts stem from the desire to breathe
new life into the distant confines of historical form.
Through references, appropriation and research, he
presents a contemporary reading of images that are
fixed in memory. His figures and landscapes,
borrowed from the world of history of art, are
gradually transformed in exuberant entities.
Different historic periods: Renaissance, Impressionism, and Surrealism, are blended in sophisticated
compositions. Brown creates a space in which the
abstract, the visceral, the rational and irrational, the
beautiful and grotesque, come together in a frenetic
amalgamation.
This book forms the catalogue of the exhibition
to be held at the Museo Bardini in Florence in 2017.
Alongside the renowned collection of the great 19th
and 20th century art dealer and collector Stefano
Bardini, more than thirty works by Glenn Brown will
be on show, including paintings, drawings and
sculptures. Some of the works have been created
specifically for the exhibition and will be shown for
the first time. This book offers comprehensive
documentation and bears witness to this wonderful
cultural event that places the city of Florence in the
forefront in its promotion of contemporary art.

Catalogue of the exhibition by John Currin held in
Florence at the Stefano Bardini Museum, with essays
by Antonella Nesi and Sergio Risaliti, plus an
interview between the artist and Angus Cook. Currin
is an extremely talented painter who is most well
known for his portraits and his often risqué figurative
scenes interpreted with ironic realism. Within his
work, he searches for and creates paradoxes
between real and fake, contemplation and voyeurism,
obscene and refined, and photographic truth and
figurative imagination.
The artist paints with deliberate honesty and
studied frankness, casting aside any academic
nostalgia and ideological dislike of figurative
painting. Never unpleasant, revolting and never
predictable, Currin takes on different genres and
styles, choosing and alternating different themes and
modes, such as portraiture, still life, the obscene and
indecent, the lyrical and sentimental. The curators of
the exhibition worked together with the artist to
select a group of paintings that will be displayed
alongside the collection of the Museo Stefano
Bardini. Family portraits, allegorical portraits and
female portraits, female nudes, will be in dialogue
with a variety of masterpieces and mediums ranging
from Donatello’s Virgins, little bronzes and Chinoiseries, carved frames, seventeenth-century paintings
and Medieval wood statues.

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-32-4

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-55210-29-4
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SCHEGGI
edited by
Luca Massimo Barbero
slipcase
bodonian style binding cloth spine
28 × 24 cm
124 pp. (vol. I) + 368 pp. (vol. II)

ENGLISH/ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-07-3

SCARPITTA

EDIZIONE FRANCESE/INGLESE
ISBN 978-88-99534-04-2

ENGLISH/ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-16-5

edited by
Luigi Sansone and Valentina Fasan
bodonian style binding cloth spine
30 × 24 cm
176 pages
€ 55.00

€ 120.00

Slipcase with two important publication about Paolo
Scheggi. The first one Scheggi 1966 La Biennale di
Venezia / Art Basel 2015 is dedicated to his works,
and has been presented on the occasion of the
exhibition of four works by the artist for Art Basel in
2015. This is the first time since the 1966 Venice
Biennale that four Intersuperfici have been shown
together.
The book is enriched with a number of texts by
eminent critics such as Gillo Dorfles, Germano
Celant, Nello Ponente and Umbro Apollonio
celebrating the artistic ferment of the period, and
with images of Julio Le Parc, Lucio Fontana,
Agostino Bonalumi and other leading figures of the
1966 Biennale.
The second volume Scheggi, presented on the
occasion of the exhibition dedicated to Paolo
Scheggi by Tornabuoni Art gallery, seeks to outline
his extraordinary, interdisciplinary artistic explorations, starting with his early work in the 1950s to his
last conceptual and metaphysical directions in the
early 1970s.
The artworks, actions, performances, environments and other works by Scheggi published here
are supported by technical descriptions, notes on
their location at the moment of publication, and the
statute of the Associazione Paolo Scheggi.
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Catalogue presented during Art Basel in 2016 by
Tornabuoni Art. In this book, Luigi Sansone, the
author of the catalogue raisonée on Scarpitta, deals
with one of the most fascinating but also least
understood aspects of the creative talent of
Salvatore Scarpitta. Through photos from archives, it
has been possible to present a far deeper reading of
these works, especially in the case of the Sal Ardun
Special model, whose aesthetic form resembled the
cars built by Scarpitta in the ‘60s; however, unlike
the previous models, this was no longer a simulation,
because for the first time, the artist also equipped
the model with a functioning motor.
The essays included in the catalogue describe
the artist and his work with great precision,
defining the origin and theoretical context from
which these works took form, and how they were
developed, exhibited and became recognised by a
far-reaching public.
Salvatore Scarpitta was able to develop a
special passion for car racing and the racing circuit
world. In 1958, for the first time he showed his
extroflexed canvases, together with works based on
stretched strips and bands at the Galleria La
Tartaruga in Rome. These works brought a strong
breeze of originality to the artistic world in Rome
and stimulated a large number of Italian and
international artists.

LUCIO FONTANA

ENGLISH/ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-41-7

texts by
Enrico Crispolti,
Luca Massimo Barbero,
Edward Lucie-Smith
slipcase
bound hardback
24.3 × 33.3 cm
336 + 272 pages
€ 139.00

This slipcase is composed of two volumes. The first
is the catalogue of the exhibition that Tornabuoni
Art gallery hosted in London dedicated to Lucio
Fontana. The essays give great insight into the
origins, content and features involved in the works
and in the artistic movement Spazialismo, illustrating
the underlying reasons for the growing international
interest in Fontana’s work. The authors have
provided important curatorship, with historical
reconstructions and critical analyses that bring to
bear upon this selection of works the full significance of the targeted research programme.
The second one is the catalogue published for
the exhibition dedicated to the artist at Art Basel
2017, and it is the result of research conducted to
provide a deeper understanding of a specific cycle
of works by Lucio Fontana. The paintings on show,
and analysed in this catalogue, belong to his series
La Fine di Dio.
Lucio Fontana is unanimously considered as
one of the leading artists in the generation between
the 1950s and 1960s who contributed to the radical
linguistic and conceptual change in contemporary
art. This role was underlined by specialised art
critics right from the immediate post-war years, and
then confirmed by an increasingly larger number of
scholars and art appraisers, and at the same time,
formed a fundamental reference point for the new
generation of European artists.

BURRI PLASTICHE
edited by
Bruno Corà
bound hardback
28.5 × 31.5 cm
136 pages

ENGLISH EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-85-1

ITALIAN EDITION
ISBN 978-88-99534-82-0

€ 69.00

This monography, published for Art Basel 2018,
presents the creation, critical analysis, and
exhibition history of the Combustioni Plastiche by
Alberto Burri, an extremely composite type of works
that ranges from items that measure just a few
centimetres across to larger works installed in
places of worship, as well as in stage designs for
theatre performances in the 1970s. This superb
series of works functions as a lens through which
we can reassess Burri’s entire creative career.
Historical photographs by Claudio Amendola and
Ugo Mulas, newspaper articles and critical essays
give a deep analysis of this extraordinary artistic
production.
Alberto Burri began his artistic career while he
was a prisoner of war. Fascinated by the mixed-media experiments produced by Prampolini, and
Dubuffet’s research into Art Brut, he decided to
focus his attention on new materials and techniques,
ignoring matter and analysing the tactile aspect of
pigments, interpreted through the use of dense
enamel paint that gradually replaced oil paint. Burri
embarked on a stylistic challenge using artificial
products as well as wood, iron, natural materials
used since time began, plastics, resin, and cellotext
that have now become part of our everyday
environment. His work was a constant battle against
the dictates of the past in favour of an art form that
created a clean slate eliminating the mannerist
involution of abstract art.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

FIRENZE COM’È

Several views of static architectures seem to
abstract their presence into reality. No more urban
spaces but places of thought, as they had been
probably imagined by their planners.
This is the work by the florentine photographer
Lapo Baraldi who, making the most of the temporary empyting of his city, captures a silent and
unveiled Florence; a series of out of time photos.
The viewer, as a witness can plunge into them and
get lost.
The old method used (black and white medium
format film) gets the series out of time recalling to
our mind the pictures of some historical archives
which on the contrary are not able to communicate
the same alienating feeling of an inner void. An
unpublished short story by Elena Ronchi leads us
into this journey.
Firenze com’è [Florence as it is].

Lapo Baraldi
with a short story by Elena Ronchi
bound hardback
21 x 24.5 cm
96 pages
€ 35.00

Following his graduation from the International
School of Photography in Florence, Lapo Baraldi
began work as an assistant at the Studio Ugolini.
Here he worked on a range of projects in the fields
of fashion and still life photography. His personal
research was focussed on photographic features
and art work reproduction. During the lock down in
April 2020, he took numerous shots of the city of
Florence using analogue printing techniques that he
intends applying in new future projects.
Elena Ronchi is an architect and founder of
Studioten, where her work is focussed on public
space projects, interior design and exhibition
staging. Her work experience has been concentrated between Florence, Lisbon and Vilnius. From
2013 to 2017, she was editor of the magazine “Area”
with which she continues her collaboration. She also
works on editorial projects for Forma Edizioni
publishers. She teaches Interior Design courses at
the Istituto Lorenzo de’ Medici in Florence.

PHOTOGRAPHY
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ISBN

size

pages
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p.

AA. VV.

Marconi Express / Il People
Mover a Bologna

9788855210270

28×25 cm

96

ita/eng

25.00

25

C. Abbate, C. Vigevano
(edited by)

Gio Ponti inedito. Notre Dame
de Sion a Roma

9788855210317

16.5×22 cm

96

ita/eng

19.00

11

L. Andreini (edited by)

Adolfo Natalini 28 Quaderni
Neri + 28 Archipitture

9788855210171

9×14.5

16

ita

5.00

L. Andreini

Amburgo

9788896780589

11.5×16 cm

192

ita

18.00

L. Andreini

Amburgo (II edizione)

9788855210430

11.5×16 cm

208

ita

18.00

L. Andreini

Aniello Tasca/Antonello
Colonna Resort & Spa

9788899534097

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

L. Andreini

Antinori Winery

9788896780404

33.5×28 cm

438

eng

L. Andreini

Antinori Winery + box

9788896780398

33.5×28 cm

438

eng

99.00

L. Andreini

Antinori Winery + box
NEW EDITION

9788899534929

33.5×28 cm

438

eng

120.00

L. Andreini

Archea Associati / Favero
9788896780046
& Milan. Urban Best Practice
Area B3-2 Pavilion

23×28 cm

120

ita/eng 25.00

L. Andreini

Cantina Antinori

9788896780336

33.5×28 cm

438

ita

69.00

L. Andreini

Cantina Antinori + box

9788896780374

33.5×28 cm

438

ita

89.00

L. Andreini

Cantina Antinori + box
NUOVA EDIZIONE

9788899534905

33.5×28 cm

438

ita

120.00

L. Andreini

Firenze

9788896780893

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

L. Andreini (edited by)

Fiorenzo Valbonesi.
Tre Cantine

9788896780053

23×28 cm

184

ita/eng 40.00

L. Andreini

Florence

9788896780916

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

L. Andreini (edited by)

Green Energy Laboratory

9788855210737

24.5x32.5 cm

136

ita/eng 35.00

L. Andreini

Hamburg

9788896780572

11.5×16 cm

192

eng

18.00

L. Andreini

Hamburg (II edizione)

9788855210454

11.5×16 cm

208

eng

18.00

L. Andreini (edited by),
L. Molinari e F. Bollack

Nembro Public Library

9788896780251

24.5×32.5 cm

160

ita/eng 30.00

L. Andreini

La permanenza del
concetto di proporzione dal
Rinascimento al Moderno

9788896780299

16.3×24 cm

288

ita

12.90

L. Andreini (edited by)

Materials / Archesa
Associati / Marco
Casamonti

9788855210423

25×34 cm

404

ita

89.00

L. Andreini (edited by)

Materials / Archesa
Associati / Marco
Casamonti

9788855210478

25×34 cm

404

eng

89.00

L. Andreini (edited by)

Nuovo stadio
nazionale dell’Albania

9788855210720

33.5×28 cm

304

ita

L. Andreini (edited by)

New National
Stadium of Albania

9788855210751

33.5×28 cm

304

eng

L. Andreini (edited by),
P. Meuser, M. Giberti

Perfetti Van Melle Factory
Renovation

9788896780206

24.5×32.5 cm

160

ita/eng 30.00

L. Andreini (edited by),
M. Casamonti,
L.V. Masini

Under 50 Over 5000

9788896780725

24×30 cm

160

ita/eng 55.00

D. Barbarelli

Paolo Belardi Hoflab
Centro Artigianale

9788896780701

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

ARCHITETTURA

71

22

*

37

79.00

18.00

6

6
31

31
*

35

37

INDEX

L. Molinari

Traverso-Vighy / Casa
Ceschi

9788896780152

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

London

9788896780909

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

London (II edizione)

9788855210416

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

Londra

9788896780930

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

Londra (II edizione)

9788855210386

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

28

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

Naples

9788899534684

11.5×16 cm

216

eng

18.00

30

33

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

Napoli

9788899534639

11.5×16 cm

216

ita

18.00

30

M. Moscatelli

Architetture Trasparenti

M. Moscatelli

Milan

9788896780800

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

15.00

*

M. Moscatelli

Milan (II edizione)

9788899534257

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

32

M. Moscatelli

Milano

9788896780817

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

15.00

*

M. Moscatelli

Milano (II edizione)

9788899534264

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

32

V. P. Mosco, edited by
A. Terragni

Giuseppe Terragni: his war,
his end

9788855210522

16.3×24 cm

128

eng

20.00

V. P. Mosco, edited by
A. Terragni

Giuseppe Terragni: la
guerra, la fine

9788855210508

16.3×24 cm

128

ita

20.00

V. P. Mosco

Lapo Ruffi / Edificio Tcr

9788896780176

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

37

A. Natalini (edited by)

Adolfo Natalini. Four
Sketchbooks

9788896780886

19×27 cm

344

eng

49.00

22

A. Natalini (edited by)

Adolfo Natalini. Quattro
Quaderni

9788896780923

19×27 cm

344

ita

49.00

22

M. Orazi

Lan Architecture /
Gymnasium And Town Hall
Square

9788896780503

21×16.5 cm

64

fr/eng

18.00

37

M. Orazi

Lan Architecture /
Gymnasium And Town Hall
Square

9788896780510

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

37

C. Piva

Ariu+Vallino Architetti /
Summer Houses

9788896780329

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

37

F. Prati

Neostudio / Piazza Garibaldi 9788896780282

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

37

D. Rota

Dep Studio/ Casa N/S

9788896780183

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

37

A. M. Riviezzo

New York

978-88-55210-18-8

11.5×16 cm

ita

18.00

27

A. M. Riviezzo

New York

978-88-55210-20-1

11.5×16 cm

eng

18.00

27

I. Rota

I am museum

9788855210690

20×28 cm

320

eng

65.00

I. Rota

Io sono museo

9788855210676

20×28 cm

320

ita

65.00

G. Sanguigni

–Scape / Villino Liberty

9788896780213

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

37

F. Serapião

Rua Harmonia

9788899534233

16×22 cm

356

eng/
25.00
ita/por

24

C. Terpolilli

3 Città (Im)Possibili

9788896780343

21×24 cm

112

ita/eng 19.90

35

C. Terpolilli

Progettando Edifici

9788896780350

16.3×24 cm

176

ita

12.90

35

F. Zhenning

Archea China 20

9788896780558

21×24 cm

320

eng/ita 45.00

23

L. Baraldi, E. Ronchi

Firenze com’è

9788855210669

21×24.5 cm

96

ita

L. Baraldi, E. Ronchi

Firenze com’è

9788855210645

21×24.5 cm

96

eng

35.00

D. Gallico (edited by)

13 Storie dalla strada.
9788855210072
Fotografi senza fissa dimora

17×24 cm

72

ita

18.00

V. Massa, F. Santangelo

Dal buio alla luce

9788855210652

17×24 cm

120

ita

19.00

5.5 Designers / 10 Dates

9788896780459

16.6×24 cm

96

ita/eng 18.00

P. F. Caliari,
C. Gentilini (edited by)

La Serie e il Paradigma.
Franco Purini e l’arte del
disegno presso i moderni

9788896780749

21×24 cm

112

ita

20.00

35

P. Caputo (edited by)

Palazzo Lombardia

9788899534523

24.5×32.5 cm

192

ita/eng 64.00

21

M. Casamonti,
M. Giberti

Habitar A Comunidade
Abitare La Comunità

9788896780275

24.5×32.5 cm

240

por/
eng

30.00

24

I. Celiento

Roma

9788855210119

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

28

I. Celiento

Rome

9788855210157

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

A. De Magistris,
U. Zanetti

Mosca

A. De Magistris,
U. Zanetti

Moscow

9788896780961

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

33

A. De Poli

Massarente Architettura
/ Casa Museo Giacomo
Matteotti

9788896780718

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

37

C. Donati, G. Felli

CSPE Centro Oncologico
Fiorentino

9788896780190

23×28 cm

160

ita/eng 30.00

N. Flora

Vecciarchitetti / Casa C

9788896780244

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

G. L. Fontana, A. Gritti

Architectures at Work

9788855210256

24.3 x 31 cm

384

eng

120.00

G. L. Fontana, A. Gritti

Architetture del lavoro

9788855210218

24.3 x 31 cm

384

ita

120.00

C. Frisone (edited by)

Ivano Gianola. LAC

9788896780114

24.5×32.5 cm

192

ita

55.00

C. Frisone (edited by)

Ivano Gianola. LAC

9788896780855

24.5×32.5 cm

192

eng

55.00

21

M. e D. Fuksas, con un
essay by J. Giovannini

Massimiliano e Doriana
Fuksas - La Nuvola Nuovo
Centro Congressi Roma Eur

9788899534509

23×28.5 cm

264

ita

79.00

18

M. e D. Fuksas, con un
essay by J. Giovannini

Massimiliano and Doriana
Fuksas - La Nuvola New
Rome - Eur Convention
Centre

9788899534516

23×28.5 cm

264

eng

79.00

18

C. Ingrosso

Barcelona

9788899534721

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

29

C. Ingrosso

Barcellona

9788899534707

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

29

9788899534486

30.5×24 cm

320

ita

65.00

19

F. Innamorati (edited by) E42.EUR Fotografia
di un quartiere

9788896780978

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

37

21

F. Irace, M. Casciato
(edited by)

Gio Ponti. Amare
l'Architettura

9788855210133

24×28 cm

320

ita

48.00

9

F. Irace, M. Casciato
(edited by)

Gio Ponti. Loving
Architecture

9788855210195

24×28 cm

320

eng

48.00

9

C. F. Kusch

Poli Fieristici

9788896780381

22.5×28 cm

304

ita

40.00

A. Mainoli

Building green futures

9788855210232

24×30 cm

240

ita

65.00

15

A. Mainoli

Building green futures

9788855210263

4×30 cm

240

eng

65.00

15

A. Mannocci (edited by)

And Studio

9788896780077

16.5×21 cm

156

ita/eng 20.00

M. Marandola

Hof / Nuova Cittadella
dell’edilizia

9788896780596

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

Archea Sustainable
Landmarks + Dvd

9788896780121

L. Molinari
(introduction by)

14×14 cm

96

por/
eng

11.00

37
23

L. Molinari (edited by)

Cantine da collezione

9788899534271

24×31 cm

304

ita

90.00

L. Molinari, A. Visini
(edited by)

Cantine nel mondo

9788855210225

24×31 cm

352

ita

98.00

L. Molinari

Diverserighestudio /
Casalogica

9788896780305

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng 10.00

L. Molinari (essay by)

Ex Magazzino Vini Trieste

9788899534530

23×29.5 cm

244

ita

79.00

20

L. Molinari (essay by)

Former Wine Warehouse
Trieste

9788899534547

23×29.5 cm

244

eng

79.00

20

L. Molinari (edited by)

The Winery Collection

9788899534288

24×31 cm

304

eng

90.00

L. Molinari, A. Visini
(edited by)

The World Winery Collection 9788855210249

24×31 cm

352

eng

98.00

INDEX

72

7

37

97

37
*

*

FOTOGRAFIA
35.00

25

DESIGN
J. S. Blanc,
L. Andreini
(edited by)

73

45

INDEX

J. S. Blanc,
L. Andreini
(edited by)

5.5 Designers / 10 Dates

A. Branzi, C. Vannicola
(edited by)

Donegani & Lauda

M. Casamonti (edited
by)

Karim Rashid

M. Casamonti (edited
by)

Karim Rashid

9788896780602

21×26 cm

256

ita

59.00

43

L. Chimenz,
C. Vannicola

Cisotti + Laube

9788896780442

16.6×24 cm

96

ita/eng 18.00

45

9788896780466

9788896780411
9788896780619

16.6×24 cm

16.6×24 cm
21×26 cm

96

96
256

fr/eng

25.00

ita/eng 18.00
eng

59.00

45

45
43

A. Colonetti

Do Ut Do 2014 Design

9788896780657

24×30 cm

218

ita/eng 40.00

42

V. Cristallo,
C. Vannicola,
B. Finessi (essays by)

Marta Laudani
e Marco Romanelli

9788896780633

16.6×24 cm

96

ita/eng 18.00

45

A. Mainoli,
M. Sammicheli

The Design City. Milan:
an extraordinary lab

9788899534660

24×30 cm

416

eng

98.00

41

A. Mainoli,
M. Sammicheli

The Design City. Milano,
città laboratorio

9788899534646

24×30 cm

416

ita

98.00

41

F. Scullica, E. Elgani

#Simone Micheli

9788899534127

24×31 cm

208

eng/
35.00
ita/rus/
chi/ar

42

C. Vannicola (texts by)

La Prosev Strategy

9788899534431

16.6×24 cm

96

ita

18.00

45

C. Vannicola (texts by)

The Prosev Strategy

9788899534448

16.6×24 cm

96

eng

18.00

45

ARTE
AA. VV.
D. Abadie

Carla Accardi. Dadamaino.
Tout Feu Tout Flamme

9788855210713
9788896780312

24×30 cm
24×30 cm

200
184

ita/eng 49.00
fr/ita/
eng

35.00

I. Bignotti

Italia Minimal

9788855210515

17x24.5 cm

64

eng

E. Burlando (edited by)

Luciana Rattazzi

9788896780367

21×24 cm

104

ita/eng 15.00

C. Casarin

Enrico Benetta

9788899534110

24×30 cm

112

ita/eng 15.00

S. Cincinelli, S. Risaliti

Davide Rivalta MY LAND

9788855210362

24×31 cm

140

ita

45.00

S. Cincinelli, S. Risaliti

Davide Rivalta MY LAND

9788855210393

24×31 cm

140

eng

45.00

L. Cherubini (edited by)

Alighiero Boetti

9788899534219

24×30 cm

336

eng/ita 59.00

B. Corà

Arnaldo Pomodoro

9788899534103

24×30 cm

220

eng/ita 45.00

B. Corà

Burri. La pittura, irriducibile
presenza

9788899534943

24×30 cm

182

ita

50.00

49

B. Corà

Burri. Painting, an
irreducible presence

9788899534967

24×30 cm

182

eng

50.00

49

B. Corà

Burri Plastiche

9788899534851

28.5x31.5 cm

136

eng

69.00

65

B. Corà

Burri Plastiche

9788899534820

28.5x31.5 cm

136

ita

69.00

65

B. Corà (edited by)

Collezione Roberto
9788899534615
Casamonti. Dagli Inizi del XX
Secolo agli Anni '60

28×24 cm

280

ita

50.00

B. Corà (edited by)

Collezione Roberto
9788899534653
Casamonti. Dagli Inizi del XX
Secolo agli Anni '60

28×24 cm

280

eng

50.00

B. Corà (essays by)

Mimmo Rotella

9788896780237

24×30 cm

184

fr/ita/
eng

39.00

B. Corà (essays by)

Turi Simeti

9788896780695

24×30 cm

160

fr/eng

45.00

R. Cremoncini (essay
by)

Woman+Lanscape Umberto
Boccioni 1907-1912

9788899534882

17.5×13 cm

80

ita/eng 14.00

E. Crispolti

Fontana E Parigi

9788896780084

24×30 cm

144

ita/eng 39.00

E. Crispolti

Lucio Fontana. Fine di Dio

9788899534370

24×30 cm

336

eng/ita 79.00

E. Crispolti,
L. M. Barbero,
E. Lucie-Smith

Lucio Fontana

9788896780060

24×30 cm

272

eng/ita 45.00

E. Crispolti,
L. M. Barbero,
E. Lucie-Smith

Lucio Fontana - first reprint

9788899534462

24×30 cm

272

eng/ita 69.00

62

E. Crispolti,
L. M. Barbero,
E. Lucie-Smith

Lucio Fontana (Lucio
Fontana + Lucio Fontana
Fine Di Dio / Art Basel 2017)

9788899534417

24×30 cm

124 +
336

eng/ita 139.00

63

J. De Vos, M. Rossi
(edited by)

Jan Fabre. Spiritual Guards

9788899534141

24×31 cm

160

eng

49.00

66

G. Di Pietrantonio,
K. Koskina,
D. Ozerkov,
M. Rossi,
A. Berengo (texts by)

Jan Fabre. Glass and bone
sculptures 1977-2017

9788899534295

24×31 cm

128

ita

49.00

70

G. Di Pietrantonio,
K. Koskina, D. Ozerkov,
M. Rossi, A. Berengo

Jan Fabre. Glass and bone
sculptures 1977-2017

9788899534301

24×31 cm

128

eng

49.00

70

20.00

S. Ali

Salman AliGHIERO BOETTI

9788855210607

20.5×28 cm

96

ita/eng 20.00

Z. Badovinac e
G. Ferracci (edited by)

Più grande di me/
Bigger than myself

9788855210706

17×24 cm

252

ita/eng 25.00

M. C. Bandera,
S. Risaliti (edited by)

Exit Morandi

9788855210614

24×30 cm

112

ita

29.90

57

M. C. Bandera,
S. Risaliti (edited by)

Exit Morandi

9788899534561

24×30 cm

112

eng

29.90

57

L. M. Barbero (edited
by)

Alighiero Boetti. Minimum /
Maximum

9788899534332

24×30 cm

240

eng/ita 49.00

68

L. M. Barbero

Arnaldo Pomodoro 1955-65

9788899534950

24×30 cm

176

ita/eng 59.00

51

L. M. Barbero

Scheggi

9788899534042

24×28 cm

-

fr/eng

L. M. Barbero

Scheggi

9788899534073

24×28 cm

-

ita/eng 120.00

L. M. Barbero

Scheggi. 1966 La Biennale
di Venezia / Art Basel 2015

9788896780947

24×28 cm

124

ita/eng 50.00

64

L. M. Barbero

Scheggi. 1966 La Biennale
di Venezia / Art Basel 2015

9788896780954

24×28 cm

124

fr/eng

64

L. M. Barbero

Scheggi

9788899534011

24×28 cm

268

ita/eng 80.00

E. Francioli, E.
Pontiggia, S. Risaliti

Vissi d’arte

9788855210638

24×31 cm

240

ita

27.00

L. M. Barbero

Scheggi

9788899534028

24×28 cm

268

fr/eng

80.00

F. Frigeri (edited by)

28×21

92

eng

19.00

Spaziali/Nucleari opere
dalla Collezione Lanfranchi

9788855210485

24×30 cm

256
+
256

ita

150.00

BOOM art and industry in
1960s italy

9788899534837

L. M. Barbero

F. Frigeri (edited by)

Utopia Italian Art & Design

9788855210331

17×24.5 cm

72

eng

19.00

256
+
256

eng

F. Gualdoni, B. Blistène

Dadamaino

9788896780527

24×30 cm

176

fr/eng

49.00

F. Gualdoni, B. Blistène

Dadamaino

9788896780534

24×30 cm

176

ita/eng 49.00

F. Gualdoni, B. Blistène

Dadamaino

9788896780640

24×30 cm

176

ita/eng 49.00

S. Lemoine (essay by)

Alberto Biasi

9788896780770

24×30 cm

176

fr/eng

P. Manos, S. Risaliti
(essays by)

Pino Manos

9788899534912

24×28 cm

152

ita/eng 28.00

L. M. Barbero

Spaziali/Nucleari works
from the Lanfranchi
Collection

9788855210539

24×30 cm

120.00

50.00

150.00

M. Bazzini (edited by)

Emilio Isgrò

9788899534240

24×30 cm

320

eng/ita 55.00

I. Bignotti, M. Petry,
F. Ustek, M. Williams

Francesca Pasquali

9788896780862

24×30 cm

112

ita/eng 15.00

INDEX

74

75

54

62

*

39.00
53

INDEX

F. Migliorati

Giuseppe Chiari

9788896780107

24×30 cm

448

ita/eng 49.00

F. Migliorati (edited by)

Novecento

9788896780220

24×30 cm

96

ita

25.00

A. Natalini , S. Risaliti
(edited by)

Giuseppe Penone.
Prospettiva Vegetale

9788896780671

24×31 cm

192

eng

35.00

66

A. Natalini , S. Risaliti
(edited by)

Giuseppe Penone.
Prospettiva Vegetale

9788896780688

24×31 cm

192

ita

35.00

66

A. Natalini, S. Risaliti
(edited by)

Human. Antony Gormley

9788896780985

24×31 cm

184

eng

40.00

*

A. Natalini, S. Risaliti
(edited by)

Human. Antony Gormley

9788896780992

24×31 cm

184

ita

40.00

*

H. U. Obrist e
A. Boetti (edited by)

Alighiero Boetti.
Photocopies

9788899534349

24×30 cm

352

eng/ita 49.00

68

C. L. Pisano, R. Gavarro

Gioacchino Pontrelli

9788896780732

24×30 cm

80

ita/eng 15.00

R. Resch (edited by)

Omar Galliani

9788899534578

17×24 cm

62

ita

18.00

R. Resch (edited by)

Roberto Fanari.
Il cielo ritrovato

9788855210287

24×28 cm

160

ita /
eng

39.00

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Alighiero Boetti. Mappe

9788899534066

20.5×28 cm

84

ita/eng 25.00

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Glenn Brown.
Piaceri sconosciuti

9788899534387

20.5×28 cm

84

ita

29.00

61

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Glenn Brown.
Piaceri sconosciuti

9788899534394

20.5×28 cm

84

eng

29.00

61

S. Risaliti (edited by)

GONG Eliseo Mattiacci

9788899534899

24x31 cm

180

eng

59.00

67

S. Risaliti (edited by)

GONG Eliseo Mattiacci

9788899534868

24x31 cm

180

ita

59.00

67

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Il Dado è Tratto

9788899534004

24×30 cm

240

ita/eng 35.00

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Jeff Koons. In Florence

9788899534035

26.8×36 cm

88

ita

79.00

70

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Jeff Koons. In Florence

9788899534059

26.8×36 cm

88

eng

79.00

70

S. Risaliti (edited by)

John Currin. Paintings

9788899534172

20.5×28 cm

84

eng

30.00

61

S. Risaliti (edited by)

John Currin. Paintings

9788899534196

20.5×28 cm

84

ita

30.00

61

S. Risaliti, R. Bruscagli

La Divina Commedia
illustrata da Mimmo
Paladino

9788855210577

22.8x32 cm

336

ita

99.00

La Divina Commedia
illustrated by Mimmo
Paladino

9788855210591

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Luca Pignatelli. Senza data

9788899534554

20.5×28 cm

112

ita

30.00

60

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Luca Pignatelli. Senza data

9788899534561

20.5×28 cm

112

eng

30.00

60

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Ytalia

9788899534363

24×31 cm

288

eng

55.00

S. Risaliti (edited by)

Ytalia

9788899534356

24×31 cm

288

ita

55.00

K. Robinson (edited by)

Reading de Chirico

9788899534479

24×30 cm

256

eng/ita 69.00

P. Rylands (edited by)

Afro

9788899534608

24×30 cm

276

eng

90.00

P. Rylands (edited by)

Afro

9788899534592

24×30 cm

276

ita

L. Sansone, V. Fasan

Scarpitta. Racing Cars / Art
Basel 2016

9788899534165

24×28 cm

F. Sardella

Mambor

9788855210300

N. Spinosa

La Collezione Napoletana
di Carla e Francesco Valerio

N. Spinosa

INDEX BY TITLE
title

ISBN

author

size

pages language price

p.

ARCHITETTURA
3 Città (Im)Possibili

9788896780343

C. Terpolilli

21×24 cm

112

ita/eng

19.90

–Scape / Villino Liberty

9788896780213

G. Sanguigni

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

Adolfo Natalini 28 quaderni
neri + 28 Archipitture

9788855210171

L. Andreini (edited by)

9×14.5 cm

16

ita

5.00

22

Adolfo Natalini. Four
Sketchbooks

9788896780886

A. Natalini (edited by)

19×27 cm

344

eng

49.00

22

Adolfo Natalini. Quattro
Quaderni

9788896780923

A. Natalini (edited by)

19×27 cm

344

ita

49.00

22

69
59

Amburgo

9788896780589

L. Andreini

11.5×16 cm

208

ita

18.00

*

Amburgo (II edizione)

9788855210430

L. Andreini

11.5×16 cm

208

ita

18.00

And Studio

9788896780077

A. Mannocci (edited by)

16.5×21 cm

156

ita/eng

20.00

Aniello Tasca/Antonello
Colonna Resort & Spa

9788899534097

L. Andreini

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

Antinori Winery

9788896780404

L. Andreini

33.5×28 cm

438

eng

79.00

Antinori Winery + box

9788896780398

L. Andreini

33.5×28 cm

438

eng

99.00

Antinori Winery + box
THIRD EDITION

9788899534929

L. Andreini

33.5×28 cm

438

eng

120.00

Archea Associati / Favero
& Milan. Urban Best Practice
Area B3-2 Pavilion

9788896780046

L. Andreini

23×28 cm

120

ita/eng

25.00

Archea Associati /
Residenza del Forte Carlo
Felice

9788896780015

L. Andreini (edited by)

23×28 cm

194

ita/eng

39.00

Archea China 20

9788896780558

F. Zhenning

21×24 cm

320

eng/ita

45.00

23

Archea Sustainable
Landmarks + Dvd

9788896780121

L. Molinari
(introduction by)

14×14 cm

96

por/eng

11.00

23

Architectures at Work

9788855210256

G. L. Fontana, A. Gritti

24.3x31 cm

384

ita

120.00

Architetture del lavoro

9788855210218

G. L. Fontana, A. Gritti

24.3x31 cm

384

ita

120.00

Architetture trasparenti

9788855210478

M. Moscatelli

67

Ariu+Vallino Architetti /
Summer Houses

9788896780329

C. Piva

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

67

Barcelona

9788899534721

C. Ingrosso

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

29

Barcellona

9788899534707

C. Ingrosso

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

29

69

Building Green Futures

9788855210232

A. Mainoli

24×30 cm

240

ita

65.00

15

90.00

69

Building Green Futures

9788855210263

A. Mainoli

24×30 cm

240

eng

65.00

15

176

eng/ita 55.00

64

Cantina Antinori

9788896780336

L. Andreini

33.5×28 cm

438

ita

69.00

24×30 cm

184

ita/eng 49.00

58

Cantina Antinori + box

9788896780374

L. Andreini

33.5×28 cm

438

ita

89.00

9788896780787

24.3×28.5 cm

328

ita

45.00

Cantina Antinori + box
SECONDA edizione

9788899534905

L. Andreini

33.5×28 cm

438

ita

120.00

Neapolitan Painting.
The Carla and Francesco
Valerio Collection

9788896780848

24.3×28.5 cm

328

eng

45.00

Cspe Centro Oncologico
Fiorentino

9788896780190

C. Donati, G. Felli

23×28 cm

160

ita/eng

30.00

Cantine da Collezione

9788899534271

L. Molinari (edited by)

24×31 cm

304

ita

90.00

D. Stella (edited by)

Bianco Italia

9788896780428

24×30 cm

184

fr/eng

Cantine nel mondo

9788855210225

24×31 cm

352

ita

98.00

D. Stella (edited by)

Bianco Italia

9788896780435

24×30 cm

184

ita/eng 35.00

L. Molinari, A. Visini
(edited by)

F. Tedesco (saggio di)

Spatial Explorations

9788899534936

17.5×13 cm

96

ita/eng 14.00

Dep Studio/ Casa N/S

9788896780183

D. Rota

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

Diverserighestudio /
Casalogica

9788896780305

L. Molinari

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

E42.EUR Fotografia
di un quartiere

9788899534486

F. Innamorati (edited by)

30.5×24 cm

320

ita

65.00

19

S. Risaliti (edited by)

INDEX

76

22.8x32 cm

336

eng

*

*

110.00

35.00
55

77

35

37

6

6

7

INDEX

Ex Magazzino Vini Trieste

9788899534530

L. Molinari (essay by)

23×29.5 cm

244

ita

79.00

20

264

eng

79.00

L. Andreini

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

31

M. e D. Fuksas, with an
essay by J. Giovannini

23×28.5 cm

9788896780893

Fiorenzo Valbonesi.
Tre Cantine

9788896780053

L. Andreini (edited by)

23×28 cm

184

ita/eng

40.00

Massimiliano and Doriana
Fuksas - La Nuvola New
Rome - Eur Convention
Centre

9788899534516

Firenze

Florence

9788896780916

L. Andreini

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

31

Materials / Archesa
Associati / Marco
Casamonti

9788855210423

L. Andreini (edited by)

25×34 cm

404

ita

89.00

Materials / Archesa
Associati / Marco
Casamonti

9788855210478

L. Andreini (edited by)

25×34 cm

404

eng

89.00

Milan

9788896780800

M. Moscatelli

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

15.00

Milan

9788899534257

M. Moscatelli

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

Milano

9788896780817

M. Moscatelli

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

15.00

Former Wine Warehouse
Trieste

L. Molinari (essay by)

20

18

Gio Ponti. Amare
l'Architetture

9788855210133

F. Irace, M. Casciato
(edited by)

24×28 cm

320

ita

48.00

9

Gio Ponti. Loving
Architecture

9788855210195

F. Irace, M. Casciato
(edited by)

24×28 cm

320

eng

48.00

9

Gio Ponti inedito.
Notre Dame de Sion a Roma

9788855210317

C. Abbate, C. Vigevano
(edited by)

16.5×22 cm

96

ita/eng

19.00

Milano

9788899534264

M. Moscatelli

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

32

Giuseppe Terragni: his war,
his end

9788855210522

V. P. Mosco, edited by
A. Terragni

16.3×24 cm

128

eng

20.00

Mosca

9788896780978

U. Zanetti,
A. De Magistris

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

33

Giuseppe Terragni: la
guerra, la fine

9788855210508

V. P. Mosco, edited by
A. Terragni

16.3×24 cm

128

ita

20.00

Moscow

9788896780961

U. Zanetti,
A. De Magistris

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

33

Green Energy Laboratory

9788855210737

L. Andreini (edited by)

24.5x32.5 cm

136

ita/eng

35.00

Naples

9788899534684

216

eng

18.00

30

9788896780275

M. Casamonti,
M. Giberti

24.5×32.5 cm

240

por/eng

30.00

24

A. Nastri
G. Vespere

11.5×16 cm

Habitar A Comunidade
Abitare La Comunità

Napoli

9788899534639

216

ita

18.00

30

9788896780572

L. Andreini

11.5×16 cm

192

eng

18.00

*

A. Nastri
G. Vespere

11.5×16 cm

Hamburg
Hamburg (II edizione)

9788855210454

L. Andreini

11.5×16 cm

208

eng

18.00

Nembro Public Library

9788896780251

L. Andreini (edited by),
L. Molinari e F. Bollack

24.5×32.5 cm

160

ita/eng

30.00

Hof / Nuova Cittadella
dell’edilizia

9788896780596

M. Marandola

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

Neostudio / Piazza Garibaldi

9788896780282

F. Prati

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

I am museum

9788855210690

I. Rota

20×28 cm

320

eng

65.00

New York

9788855210188

A. M. Riviezzo

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

27

New York

9788855210201

A. M. Riviezzo

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

27

Io sono museo

9788855210676

I. Rota

20×28 cm

320

ita

65.00

Nuovo stadio
nazionale dell’Albania

9788855210751

L. Andreini (edited by)

33.5×28 cm

304

eng

New National
Stadium of Albania

9788855210720

L. Andreini (edited by)

33.5×28 cm

304

ita

11

37

Ivano Gianola. LAC

9788896780114

C. Frisone (edited by)

24.5×32.5 cm

192

ita

55.00

Ivano Gianola. LAC

9788896780855

C. Frisone (edited by)

24.5×32.5 cm

192

eng

55.00

21

La permanenza del
concetto di proporzione dal
Rinascimento al Moderno

9788896780299

L. Andreini

16.3×24 cm

288

ita

12.90

35

La Serie e il Paradigma.
Franco Purini e l’arte del
disegno presso i moderni

9788896780749

Lan Architecture /
Gymnasium And Town Hall
Square

9788896780503

Lan Architecture /
Gymnasium And Town Hall
Square

9788896780510

Lapo Ruffi / Edificio Tcr

9788896780176

V. P. Mosco

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

London

9788896780909

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

*

London (II edizione)

9788855210416

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

Londra

9788896780930

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

Londra (II edizione)

9788855210386

A. Nastri, G. Vespere

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

Marconi Express / Il People
Mover a Bologna

9788855210270

AA. VV.

28×25 cm

96

ita/eng

25.00

25

Massarente Architettura
/ Casa Museo Giacomo
Matteotti

9788896780718

A. De Poli

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

Massimiliano e Doriana
Fuksas - La Nuvola Nuovo
Centro Congressi Roma Eur

9788899534509

P. F. Caliari,
C. Gentilini (edited by)

21×24 cm

M. Orazi

21×16.5 cm

M. Orazi

M. e D. Fuksas, with an
essay by J. Giovannini

21×16.5 cm

23×28.5 cm

112

64

64

264

ita

fr/eng

ita/eng

ita

20.00

18.00

10.00

79.00

21

35

37

37

*

Palazzo Lombardia

9788899534523

P. Caputo (edited by)

24.5×32.5 cm

192

ita/eng

64.00

21

Paolo Belardi Hoflab
Centro Artigianale

9788896780701

D. Barbarelli

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

Perfetti Van Melle Factory
Renovation

9788896780206

L. Andreini (edited by),
P. Meuser, M. Giberti

24.5×32.5 cm

160

ita/eng

30.00

Poli Fieristici

9788896780381

C. F. Kusch

22.5×28 cm

304

ita

40.00

Progettando Edifici

9788896780350

C. Terpolilli

16.3×24 cm

176

ita

12.90

35

Roma

9788855210119

I. Celiento

11.5×16 cm

224

ita

18.00

28

Rome

9788855210157

I. Celiento

11.5×16 cm

224

eng

18.00

28

Rua Harmonia

9788899534233

F. Serapião

16×22 cm

356

eng/ita/
por

25.00

24

The Winery Collection

9788899534288

L. Molinari (edited by)

24×31 cm

304

eng

90.00

7

The World Winery
Collection

9788855210249

L. Molinari, A. Visini
(edited by)

24×31 cm

352

eng

98.00

Traverso-Vighy / Casa
Ceschi

9788896780152

L. Molinari

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

Under 50 Over 5000

9788896780725

L. Andreini (edited by),
M. Casamonti,
L.V. Masini

24×30 cm

160

ita/eng

55.00

Vecciarchitetti / Casa C

9788896780244

N. Flora

21×16.5 cm

64

ita/eng

10.00

37

9788855210072

D. Gallico (edited by)

17×24 cm

72

ita

18.00

25

78

37

18
FOTOGRAFIA
13 Storie dalla strada.
Fotografi senza fissa dimora

INDEX

32

79

INDEX

Dal buio alla luce

9788855210652

V. Massa, F. Santangelo

17×24 cm

120

ita

19.00

Carla Accardi. Dadamaino.

9788855210713

AA. VV.

24×30 cm

200

ita/eng

49.00

Collezione Roberto
Casamonti. Dagli Inizi
del XX Secolo agli Anni '60

9788899534615

B. Corà (edited by)

28×24 cm

280

ita

50.00

Collezione Roberto
Casamonti. Dagli Inizi
del XX Secolo agli Anni '60

9788899534653

B. Corà (edited by)

28×24 cm

280

eng

50.00

Dadamaino

9788896780527

F. Gualdoni, B. Blistène

24×30 cm

176

fr/eng

49.00

Dadamaino

9788896780534

F. Gualdoni, B. Blistène

24×30 cm

176

ita/eng

49.00

Dadamaino

9788896780640

F. Gualdoni, B. Blistène

24×30 cm

176

ita/eng

49.00

Davide Rivalta MY LAND

9788855210362

S. Cincinelli, S. Risaliti

24×31 cm

140

ita

45.00

Davide Rivalta MY LAND

9788855210393

S. Cincinelli, S. Risaliti

24×31 cm

140

eng

45.00

Emilio Isgrò

9788899534240

M. Bazzini (edited by)

24×30 cm

320

eng/ita

55.00

Firenze com’è

9788855210645

L. Baralrdi, E. Ronchi

21×24.5 cm

96

ita

35.00

Firenze com’è

9788855210669

L. Baralrdi, E. Ronchi

21×24.5 cm

96

eng

35.00

DESIGN
#Simone Micheli

9788899534127

F. Scullica, E. Elgani

24×31 cm

208

eng/ita/
rus/chi/ar

35.00

42

5.5 Designers / 10 Dates

9788896780459

J. S. Blanc, L. Andreini
(edited by)

16.6×24 cm

96

ita/eng

18.00

45

J. S. Blanc, L. Andreini
(edited by)

16.6×24 cm

5.5 Designers / 10 Dates

9788896780466

96

fr/eng

25.00

45

Cisotti + Laube

9788896780442

L. Chimenz,
C. Vannicola

16.6×24 cm

96

ita/eng

18.00

45

Do Ut Do 2014 Design

9788896780657

A. Colonetti

24×30 cm

218

ita/eng

40.00

42

Enrico Benetta

9788899534110

C. Casarin

24×30 cm

112

ita/eng

15.00

Donegani & Lauda

9788896780411

C. Vannicola, A. Branzi
(essays by)

16.6×24 cm

96

ita/eng

18.00

45

Exit Morandi

9788899534561

M. C. Bandera
S. Risaliti (edited by)

24×30 cm

112

eng

29.90

57

Karim Rashid

9788896780602

M. Casamonti (edited
by)

21×26 cm

256

ita

59.00

43

Exit Morandi

9788855210614

M. C. Bandera
S. Risaliti (edited by)

24×30 cm

112

ita

29.90

57

Karim Rashid

9788896780619

M. Casamonti (edited
by)

21×26 cm

256

eng

59.00

43

Fontana e Parigi

9788896780084

E. Crispolti

24×30 cm

144

ita/eng

39.00

Francesca Pasquali

9788896780862

24×30 cm

112

ita/eng

15.00

V. Cristallo,
C. Vannicola, B. Finessi
(essays by)

16.6×24 cm

I. Bignotti, M. Petry,
F. Ustek, M. Williams

Gioacchino Pontrelli

9788896780732

C. L. Pisano, R. Gavarro

24×30 cm

80

ita/eng

15.00

Giuseppe Chiari

9788896780107

F. Migliorati

24×30 cm

448

ita/eng

49.00

Giuseppe Penone.
Prospettiva Vegetale

9788896780671

S. Risaliti, A. Natalini
(edited by)

24×31 cm

192

eng

35.00

66

Marta Laudani
e Marco Romanelli

9788896780633

96

ita/eng

18.00

45

La Prosev Strategy

9788899534431

C. Vannicola (texts by)

16.6×24 cm

96

ita

18.00

45

The Prosev Strategy

9788899534448

C. Vannicola (texts by)

16.6×24 cm

96

eng

18.00

45

The Design City. Milan:
an extraordinary lab

9788899534660

A. Mainoli
M. Sammicheli

24×30 cm

416

eng

98.00

41

Giuseppe Penone.
Prospettiva Vegetale

9788896780688

S. Risaliti, A. Natalini
(edited by)

24×31 cm

192

ita

35.00

66

The Design City. Milano,
città laboratorio

9788899534646

A. Mainoli
M. Sammicheli

24×30 cm

416

ita

98.00

41

Glenn Brown.
Piaceri sconosciuti

9788899534387

S. Risaliti (edited by)

20.5×28 cm

84

ita

29.00

61

Glenn Brown.
Piaceri sconosciuti

9788899534394

S. Risaliti (edited by)

20.5×28 cm

84

eng

29.00

61

ARTE
Afro

9788899534608

P. Rylands (edited by)

24×30 cm

276

eng

90.00

69

GONG Eliseo Mattiacci

9788899534899

S. Risaliti (edited by)

24x31 cm

180

eng

59.00

67

Afro

9788899534592

P. Rylands (edited by)

24×30 cm

276

ita

90.00

69

GONG Eliseo Mattiacci

9788899534868

S. Risaliti (edited by)

24x31 cm

180

ita

59.00

67

Alberto Biasi

9788896780770

S. Lemoine (essays by)

24×30 cm

176

fr/eng

39.00

Human. Antony Gormley

9788896780985

24×31 cm

184

eng

40.00

Alighiero Boetti

9788899534219

L. Cherubini (edited by)

24×30 cm

336

eng/ita

59.00

A. Natalini, S. Risaliti
(edited by)

Alighiero Boetti. Mappe

9788899534066

S. Risaliti (edited by)

20.5×28 cm

84

ita/eng

25.00

Human. Antony Gormley

9788896780992

A. Natalini, S. Risaliti
(edited by)

24×31 cm

184

ita

40.00

Alighiero Boetti. Minimum /
Maximum

9788899534332

L. M. Barbero (edited
by)

24×30 cm

240

eng/ita

49.00

Il Dado è Tratto

9788899534004

S. Risaliti (edited by)

24×30 cm

240

ita/eng

35.00

Alighiero Boetti.
Photocopies

9788899534349

H. U. Obrist e
A. Boetti (edited by)

24×30 cm

352

eng/ita

49.00

Italia Minimal

9788855210515

I. Bignotti

17×24.5 cm

64

eng

20.00

Jan Fabre. Glass and bone
sculptures 1977-2017

9788899534301

24×31 cm

128

eng

49.00

70

Arnaldo Pomodoro

9788899534103

B. Corà

24×30 cm

220

eng/ita

45.00

Arnaldo Pomodoro 1955-65

9788899534950

L. M. Barbero

24×30 cm

176

ita/eng

59.00

G. Di Pietrantonio,
K. Koskina, D. Ozerkov,
M. Rossi, A. Berengo
(texts by)

Bianco Italia

9788896780428

D. Stella (edited by)

24×30 cm

184

fr/eng

35.00

Jan Fabre. Glass and bone
sculptures 1977-2017

9788899534295

G. Di Pietrantonio,
K. Koskina, D. Ozerkov,
M. Rossi, A. Berengo
(texts by)

24×31 cm

128

ita

49.00

70

Jan Fabre. Spiritual Guards

9788899534134

J. De Vos, M. Rossi
(edited by)

24×31 cm

160

ita

49.00

66

Jan Fabre. Spiritual Guards

9788899534141

J. De Vos, M. Rossi
(edited by)

24×31 cm

160

eng

49.00

66

Jeff Koons. In Florence

9788899534035

S. Risaliti (edited by)

26.8×36 cm

88

ita

79.00

70

65

Jeff Koons. In Florence

9788899534059

S. Risaliti (edited by)

26.8×36 cm

88

eng

79.00

70

65

John Currin. Paintings

9788899534172

S. Risaliti (edited by)

20.5×28 cm

84

eng

30.00

61

68
68

51

Bianco Italia

9788896780435

D. Stella (edited by)

24×30 cm

184

ita/eng

35.00

BOOM Art And Industry in
1960S Italy

9788899534837

F. Figeri (edited by)

21×28 cm

92

eng

19.00

Burri. La pittura, irriducibile
presenza

9788899534943

B. Corà

24×30 cm

182

ita

50.00

49

Burri. Painting, an irreducible
presence

9788899534967

B. Corà

24×30 cm

182

eng

50.00

49

Burri Plastiche
Burri Plastiche

INDEX

9788899534851
9788899534820

B. Corà
B. Corà

80

28.5x31.5 cm
28.5x31.5 cm

136
136

eng
ita

69.00
69.00

81

INDEX

John Currin. Paintings

9788899534196

S. Risaliti (edited by)

20.5×28 cm

84

ita

30.00

La Collezione Napoletana
di Carla e Francesco Valerio

9788896780787

N. Spinosa

24.3×28.5 cm

328

ita

45.00

La Divina Commedia
illustrata da Mimmo Paladino

9788855210577

S. Risaliti, R. Bruscagli

22.8x32 cm

336

ita

99.00

La Divina Commedia
illustrated by Mimmo
Paladino

9788855210591

S. Risaliti, R. Bruscagli

22.8x32 cm

336

eng

110.00

61

Luca Pignatelli. Senza data

S. Risaliti (edited by)

20.5×28 cm

112

ita

30.00

60

Luca Pignatelli. Senza data

S. Risaliti (edited by)

20.5×28 cm

112

eng

30.00

60

Luciana Rattazzi

9788896780367

E. Burlando (edited by)

21×24 cm

104

ita/eng

15.00

Lucio Fontana

9788896780060

E. Crispolti,
L. M. Barbero,
E. Lucie-Smith

24×30 cm

272

eng/ita

45.00

Lucio Fontana - first reprint

9788899534462

E. Crispolti,
L. M. Barbero,
E. Lucie-Smith

24×30 cm

272

eng/ita

69.00

62

Lucio Fontana (Lucio
Fontana + Lucio Fontana
Fine Di Dio / Art Basel 2017)

9788899534417

E. Crispolti,
L. M. Barbero,
E. Lucie-Smith

24×30 cm

124
+
336

eng/ita

139.00

63

Lucio Fontana. Fine di Dio

9788899534370

E. Crispolti

24×30 cm

336

eng/ita

79.00

62

Maiorano

9788896780794

A. Jones, M. Cavallarin

24×30 cm

96

ita/eng

15.00

Mambor

9788855210300

F. Sardella (edited by)

24×30 cm

184

ita/eng

49.00

Mimmo Rotella

9788896780237

B. Corà (essays by)

24×30 cm

184

fr/ita/eng

39.00

Neapolitan Painting.
The Carla and Francesco
Valerio Collection

9788896780848

N. Spinosa

24.3×28.5 cm

328

eng

45.00

Novecento

9788896780220

F. Migliorati (edited by)

24×30 cm

96

ita

25.00

Omar Galliani

9788899534578

R. Resch (edited by)

17×24 cm

62

ita

18.00

69

Pino Manos

9788899534912

S. Risaliti (saggio di)

24×28 cm

152

eng/ita

28.00

53

Più grande di me/
Bigger than myself

9788855210706

Z. Badovinac
e G. Ferracci (edited by)

17×24 cm

252

ita/eng

25.00

Reading de Chirico

9788899534479

K. Robinson (edited by)

24×30 cm

256

eng/ita

69.00

Roberto Fanari.
Il cielo ritrovato

9788855210287

R. Resch (edited by)

24×28 cm

160

ita/eng

39.00

Salman AliGHIERO BOETTI

9788855210607

S. Ali

20.5×28 cm

96

ita/eng

20.00

Scarpitta. Racing Cars / Art
Basel 2016

9788899534165

L. Sansone, V. Fasan

24×28 cm

176

eng/ita

55.00

Scheggi

9788899534011

L. M. Barbero

24×28 cm

268

ita/eng

80.00

Scheggi

9788899534028

L. M. Barbero

24×28 cm

268

fr/eng

80.00

Scheggi

9788899534042

L. M. Barbero

24×28 cm

-

fr/eng

120.00

9788899534073

L. M. Barbero

24×28 cm

-

ita/eng

120.00

L. M. Barbero

24×28 cm

124

ita/eng

50.00

64

Scheggi. 1966 La Biennale
di Venezia / Art Basel 2015

9788896780954

L. M. Barbero

24×28 cm

124

fr/eng

50.00

64
55

9788899534936

F. Tedeschi (texts by)

13×17.5

96

ita/eng

14.00

L. M. Barbero

24×30 cm

256
+
256

ita

150.00

Spaziali/Nucleari works
from the Lanfranchi
Collection

9788855210539

L. M. Barbero

24×30 cm

256
+
256

eng

150.00

Tout Feu Tout Flamme

9788896780312

D. Abadie

24×30 cm

184

fr/ita/eng

35.00

INDEX

82

24×30 cm

160

fr/eng

45.00

F. Frigeri (edited by)

17×24.5 cm

72

ita

18.00

Vissi d’arte

9788855210638

E. Francioli, E. Pontiggia,
S. Risaliti

24×31 cm

240

ita

27.00

Woman+Lanscape Umberto
Boccioni 1907-1912

9788899534882

R. Cremoncini (texts by)

13×17.5 cm

80

ita/eng

14.00

54

Ytalia. Energy Thought
Beauty. All is connected.

9788899534363

S. Risaliti (edited by)

24×31 cm

288

eng

55.00

67

Ytalia. Energia Pensiero
Bellezza. Tutto è connesso.

9788899534356

S. Risaliti (edited by)

24×31 cm

288

ita

55.00

67

64

9788896780947

9788855210485

B. Corà (essays by)

9788855210331

59

Scheggi. 1966 La Biennale
di Venezia / Art Basel 2015

Spaziali/Nucleari opere
dalla Collezione
Lanfranchi

9788896780695

Utopia. Italian Art & Design

58

Scheggi

Spatial Explorations

Turi Simeti

83

INDEX

